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HR. 004ANd: You are a retired public servant, Zr. hardy?- -Yes. 

were f :. erly a survey drafting officer ir. tie Forests Oepart-oent 

botanical officer4---Yesi 

t present you are honorary algseologist?---Yes. 

You are a vice-president of the Victorian branch of the Australian 

Forests League?---Yes. 

1 understand you have prepared some evidence in the for of a short 

statement. 4111 you read it please?---reel. This is 

my statement on behalf of the Victorian branch, of the 

taetralian Forests League. 	The AU tralian Forests 

i.aagus is an indepsndent unofficial body interested in 
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Mll that appertains to forests and forestry. 	Th Victorian 

branch, (hereinafter called the League) appears before the 

Gommiesion because of its having played an important part in 

publicity affecting the fortune* of forestry in Victoria 

during the lest quarter century, notably in 1907 when the 

creation of a Forests Japarteent was sou ;ht and obtained, and 

in 1917 in 0o-operation with the australian Natives• Aesociat-

ion, and the Institute of Architects, the Uovernmeot was in-

fluenced to free forests administration from political inter- 

ference and the Forests 00sMission of Victoria was appointed in 

1918. 	The League also founded the League of Tree covers with 

the object of enrolling the youth of the community ie the cau se 

of fire prevention and erosion, and to inculcate an appreciatioo 

of the tree and the forest. 	Aeeently, before he appointment 

of this 0ommieeion - the League convenedacnference of many 

kindred eocitiesa  and the conference agreed as follows - 

1. That this meeting resolves itself into the aushfire 

Section of the Victorian ranch of the Australian 

ioroste Laague. 

2. That this meeting aevoint an executive meeting which 

will formulate a policy of action and report to this 

eection of the League within 30 days* 

The League is strongly opposed to the use of fire act a means of 

clearing the forest of the native shrub vegetation or the natural 

litter, eseecially in mountain forests of mountain ash or messmate, 

and particularly those of mountain ash where a light fire will 

damege the trees. 	sithin the exper 4  ence of members, virgin 

forests swept by fire but not consumed resulted in poor trees 

of "brussel sprouts" aepearance, and a ground cover of easeinia - 

that is scrobbage or dog weed - in some parts, and bracken ferns 

in others, to the exclusion of eucalyptus seedlings. efhare necessar y 
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in the interests of the prospective seedling growth, and to 

destroy the felled tree tops, firing is allowed, but it ehoeld 

be under the supervision of Arest officere and in approved 

whether the operation be in reserve forest of in eroan 

lands. 	he 	officer should have sufficient experience 

of hie district - its topography, forests, roads, tracks, breaks 

and firelinee, as would entitle him to the respect of those w 

in time of emerge icy, might volunteer or be called upon to 

especially in localities where there are xa fire brigades. It is 

held that the general clearance of the forest floor by fire is 

advocated mostly, if not exelueively, by (1) persons wheimpe to 

ant from the young erase whioh is desired for stock in the 

eu n, and (2) those sawmillers who are interested only in the 

prevent forest, and (3) persons resident in or near the forest 

whose lives or property, or both, may be thought to be in 

danger. Their outlook on the forest is subjective; the per- 

petuity of the forest does not come into the picture - "eufficient 

for the day" is the forest thereof. 

The League ham done its beet in warning theughtl e or 

eelfiah talk of a 	bable ehortage of timber in Victoria. 

'The ree 	eholeeale deal: uction of tee forests makes the term 

horta a of timber" seers trivial. 	In the event of war e  imports 

from the Baltic, and from the British O*clumbie and California 

coasts oregon and redwood would cease, and. with the nest of 

our timber gone up in smoke and the prospect u 

authorities being able to take what they vent, a timber famine 

is not a remote eossitility. 	otwithetandin the oropoeal to 

have small forest fires to prevent gr t c a-f3seratiozn9, the 

League is of opinion that fire is ae. agent that should be ,.used 

for clearing in specified plecee, and at tie es to he arreneed, 

under the auperviaion of the experienced forest officers, and 

that such operations be limited to the dostructice of artificial 
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debris end not to the clearing of the forest areerstory of 

vegetation. 	Only in ,special and very urgent cases should 

Eire clearing in a lore* area be resorted to, and then only 

after all other means have been thoroughly expioited or after 

consultation by the responeible officiale and chief of the 

local fire brigade. 	erile /levying with others over the 

Ives of lives, and 	tting the loss of property in the 

recent fires, the Leaeee does not blame the field officers 

or their principals for failure to arrest the fires which 

swept the reserves of the .ioreste eommiesion and the board 

of eorks, believing that both before the fire end luring its 

fury as much as could he reasonably expected - and in ewes 

cases considerably more - was done with insufficient funds 

and n eerically inadequate man power. The abnormal °ire 

cues-terms* etre noweehat like the greet Tay Bridge disaster 

(1819). 	The Tay Oridge inquiry showed, M believe, that 

though provision had been made for resistance to yhe strong-

est gale theretofore know, wed with e liberal mate:An t  the 

engineers and contractor were axoaxerated because the bridge 

and trainload of people 'dere swept into the Firth of Tay .  by 

a record breaking gale. 	rice meteorological conditions' in 

Victoria during the reoent fires were oleo unprecedented. 

The eeaeue is of opinion that if we are to restore and eon-

serve our commercial forests, tid restore and. preserve our 

t rehede for soil protestion and' water conservation, more 

money must be spent opt ereventine bush tire* or making early 

arrests. 	The League begs to recommend to this Gommiesion 

that the finances governing the forestry dministration be 

adjusted, in order that no part of the eeeartmentee revenue 

be diverted to the Consolidated Moreau., while there is need 

for eoney to elate the forest lives aftd property reasonably 

oefe frog fire. 
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Thank you. 	I ulsderstond you have aler drawn up in 

succinct form a list of *eases of fire known to your 

causes of fire have been dis-

cussed on various oocaslone by the League. 1 have 

before me a list of causes of forest firee, but 

Wish to Make it clear that the Loa ua has not dis- 

cussed those causes iA the order of :eareoentatioi 

before me, but has left it to me to set them out 

clearly as possible, and this I have attempted to do. 

The causes 	fires are 	follows; 

1. ,iettlere in al 	; their holdings. 

. 	of the Londe epartment in the 

endeavoar to get wataan grass for stock 

©n their grazing area on Grown. Land. 

34 dilly tea drinkers, iA careless use of fire. 

4. Backfiring by settlers Decease of real or 

lma6inary fire menace. 

b. Ineendierists 

ite or for rsveno, 

(b) for epeatacutor reasons. 

Aental deficien 	pathological OaSOS 

sadists perhaps. included. 

6. amokers, in careless disposal of butte, of 

garottes, cigars and pipe ash. 

7. rko from railway locomotives, and from 

easmill boiler flues. 

8. sasmillers, through fires 

getting out of control. 

9. Ugntning. 

10. Used workers. 

I shall now paw 	remote causes of bush fires, which 

are not placed in any p rticul r order. They are as f'ollo s - 

1.1• 	;sueo,el3erin weade from shotguns. 
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but is 

12. friet.on of dry limbs. 

13. Wiring, to obtain easy acoonle elong streams 

by mintno prospectors and nondescript anglers, 

d generally for freedom in clearing by 

sawmillers. 

14. 4olur ignition of safety meta.... 

15. nelar heat, coneentrnted by bottle*, or broken 

16. Vhosphoruso  as in 	for vermin. 

upplem 	y list ti is not in order of merit or demerit 

becauee the oauves have been mentioned in 

discussions or correspondence and they are not negligible. 

AB to the cause of oporadic eutbreeks of forest fires, I have 

in mind eta% air Herbert 4so s said reoardino volatilisation, and 

have some diffidence in dealing with that, although I utaiierstexxd 

was s entioned to Mr. Owens a considerable times ono. 

THE OOMMISSIONnIts It will gain by being corroborated al by you?---nut 

this ie merely an opinion of a pop-gun obeerver in comparison *Oh 

4 big-gun ecientist. 	h4 to the caueo of sporadic outbreaks of 

forest fires ao4 more robably outbreaks in advance of existing 

fires, the goo which el:scopes from superheated oocalyptus foliage 

daring high t peratures and strong winds may possibly flueh into 

fire or be tonits4 by burning bark fragments blown miles by the 

wind. ilhe sobjeot may be considered by the Oommiseion VA one 

for ecieotific i,rtveetigotion. 

M. 00404; Do you mow whether that "pop-gun# of yo 

been fired off before thie ssasonl---oo, I have no 	 v,r4 

I have my own reasons for saggoeting it. 	The sponteneoue outbreak 

of fires throuoni 'the volatilisation of eaeulypt s oil was a general 

impression I gained some time Roo, pertioularly from ease crude and 

unscientific experiments which I carried out pith eucalyptus leavee. 
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I •ruab 	leaves into a tin which I placed over one 

4as jet with an adjoining gee jet burning, and there wee 

ignition presumably by the gas escaping. 

AWN ICA' 	you stay in the room or observe the exper- 

IMO& SOON a dietance -r- 	 rticuiar opportunity 

MON% forest fires so far as t =ins casaee is concerned. 

it referring to your experiment, eras there u marked explosion or 

merely ignitionT---there was a sort o flash. 	Leos 

too open for ar exi losio ra, but ti.ore wee 

I draw your attention t4 the fact 

it 	ng of the Uommiseion you raised a 
	regard.- 

my spontaneous combustion. I would draw your attention 

to the fact that tale can be observed in any back yard in-

cine tor where ieolaated flames can be away from the main 

fire altogether. t is practically tLe eame thing, which 

imply means the li.beration of gee which catches fire from 

el below. 

The object of my inquiry was this you muat have 

observed mary busn firsein your time, and I 	wondering 

whether you had ever heard of this theory being advanced 

On any other occasion this eeauone 	have never heard 

it discussed before. 	It may have been discussed but not 

brought forward. 	it great eaal of scientific investigation 

takes place which does not core before the public. X would 

draw the jommission's attexatiov to the wonderful record of 

inquiry which is contained in the moire iferimitry Journal, 

particularly regarding fire, erosion, and other related 

matters a linable to all parts of the world, includiog 

tral a.recorded experience there ie well worth 

g ogled esa reference, because this record includes nearly 

all the deoartmontal reports of the forestry organisations 

throe - t the world, with soecial article* by apecialiets, 

or instance, dealing oith the floor of the forests 

ecologists - the botanical people who, - look into the 

matter of the natural aeaeocia.tian of plants growing on one 
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corset - deal poet exhaustively and in highly technical. 

I- guage witri the compoeition of flora and the succees- 

ion in mountain ash forests, etc. 	Une Tel ble paper, 

dealing with the amok Range forget partio: 1Y, whg 

pub ished t'y the Journal of Aselogy in mgland. The 

ecology of forests, particulmrly am to the suoceision 

of growth 	and bracken and that sort of thing 

is very well dealt with, but ono orould need an inter-

preter hare to make the paper under tundable to the 

Commis ion. 	£he pages are oimply full of technical 

terms which .() really bard to in/dere -tend outside ecol- 

al circles. 4hile speaking at forest floors, 

Your Honor will re Bober one witnese from the north 

'3* The man from „14 	es. He said that the original 

f rest floors were nai y of the eavannah type with 

greases between the trees and without scrub for the meat 

part. 	T would like Your ''..)nor to look at these photo- 

graphs taken at the time of the exhibition about 1880 or 

18881  by the dir otion of the Government, to hest true 

picturea of tyke of foreete for the exhibition. 

(j)ontinued 021 	7 7.) 
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THU WITIM 	entin ed)t One of the pho 	
et<ows a tree 220 feet 

high in the enesafras eully. 	Your )eonor will notice the 

under-storeys of the forest that had to be cut away to get 

the photograph. 	Another photograph taken near %eerie 

township shows that it is not cenfined to one example. 

It shows a. tree 227 feet hi with a girth of 55 feet 

7 inches. It ehowe the lower storey 20, 30 and 40 feet 

hiah. 	Mr. Dodo led the eovernment party into the places 

where sane of the photegraehe were taken. 	The tree on the 

left of one of the photographs is the tallest tree ever 

photographed and measured in by a Oevernment party. It 

was 326 feet high; that was in the Upper Latrobe Valley, 

ngirth west of Moojeee there you can see the tall massive 

mountain e a forest. The year 1880 in forest succession 

is only a matter of yesterday. 	I have b 	e;aeoeiatwi 

with &woe Ion Mueller, and, in conversation, he has spoken 

to use of the impenetrable bush that impeded hie programs 

from point to point. That was away beck in 1892. Here 

is another photoeraeh, taken in the region of M unt horefall, 

north of Noojee. 	There wain you have the very tall forest 

of hazel and mulberry and other things which we who go throu6h 

the 	oats a good deal are aocesstamed to find. ehen a fire 

has cleared that away, whether there is to be a regeneration 

of the forest or not will depend almost wholly on whether the 

trees had capsules with seeds reedy for shedding, - if the 

seeds were immature, the capseles might open and the immature 

seeds migtit fall without effect - end on the tree. in the 

eurrounding forests being in a condition tea have their eeeds 

blown on to the area. 	Otherwise bracken spores are 

blown on et ad, and tee forest floor is taken advantage 

of by undesirable mien . 

Were any of these photographs taken in the gull: es?---' 	eaesafree 

one wes in a *illy. 	It is difficult to know where that 

gully leaves off. 	I think it was near the head of the 
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iassa s -idly. 

That might make some difference---The Horefall one is up on the ridgy. 

ghat inference do you draw from these pictures that the floor of the 

virgin forest is not clean?---I w riot 	 s what is meant 

botanically by "oleen". 	If you MORA a park-like aepearance, 

I think it never existed in mountain ash forest. 	Ly faather 

told me that they had the eretest difficalty in 1868, which 

was long before those photographs were taken, in gettillg through 

the forest because of the enormous amount of cutting that had to 

be done. 

floor of tele forest eases 	be covered mainly with fallen debris?--- 

there ie the vatlrul debris that falls in any forest. The old 

trees decay and fall. 

a*!=as In the foregroand there is shoved as lot of etuff that has 

been cut downs to get at the tram?---I can give a recall. inetance 

of the difficulty of estting at a big tree. 	some time kee l, 

with as eurveyor of the forests ,axweission, I wee at arysville 

and the Cumberland Valley, and we were advised of a very much 

taller tree on the (;ora Lynn track. 	Jo tried to get into a 

position to mensure the tree with a theodolite* It took the 

best part of half an hour to cut a lane through the tell under-

etorey of the forest, so ee to be able to see the top and bottom 

of the tree through the theodolite. 	That is why so many 

eapposedly record trees in the forests have not beep aeasured. 

want to knock out the idea that originally the foreets mere grass 

underneath and that there was 	under-storey, no ehrab, no under- 

growth. 	 left to infer that if the scrub were cleared 

away the g 	d grow. 	i do not know enough about grass to 

aay whether it would, but I do not think it would. If the natural 

scrub did net return, bracken and other thiaes would. In the 

western Dandenone forest, in the heart of 'ilherbrooke, following a 

fire there came a ,rowth of bracken about eight feet high. 
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who was with AO had to hold up a handkerchief on a stick 

d to stand on a stump in order to see it. „Ue could not 

see vh other Noce se of the height of the bracken. These are 

the aliens that e in and take possession of a mountain ash 

floor if they -et 	chance. 

he aliens come into the mountain ash country :after burning.--Invariably 

if the oassinia and-dogwood do slot et held of it. 

Alen were the photographs ken?---in 1.880. 

could not there have been a likelihood of some burning prior to that?e-- 

There is a possibility. 	In the early days of settlement in 

Victoria, when it was found that theforest trees yielded a wealth 

of palings, there was a raid on the ":iandenong forest. 	then the 

original survey was amide, there were trsoks and huts all over the 

place, but my father said he knew of no fires having occurred. 

One would have thought that the eop1 a is1 the forests in thorn days would 

have lit fireet---The palingp were their livelihood, and they would 

not b rn. their capital. 

Is there any geoloaical evidence of this?---ven 

geologists are very chary about giving opinions on it. 

BER: going back to the big fires o r black Thursday in 1851, do 

they not indicate that there were severe fires thirty years before 

your ehotoaranhe were taken? 	I um putting to you the possibility 

of the forester having been burned through before 1880- -That is 

possibly so. 	I would rather you questioned an ecologist on that, 

because they heve gone very fully into it. 

k now what part of the country was affected by the 1851 

From hearsay, I do riot. 	 e y be departmentel recorde, but 

I have not seen thee. 	 ghtning is put low down on 

my iiet 	notice that in roper 	• majority of the fires in 

far-away country are attributed to liptning, although not proved 

to he due to lightning. 

embers of our League have made a point a in their country 
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journeyines of yeeetionine people ie and around forests as 

to lightning. 	They have been gamble to obtain anything 

except heareey. 	Ihey have not found people who had 

actually a e. the lieetning strike. In my experience of 

*ant 2vslya sesame fifteen yea, or more ago, I knew of two 

trees that had been struce. 	es a pine tree that had 

been etrask aeout 6 feet from the ground. The bark was 

torn, ena the current hai appeeently gone in a liagonal 

direotion to to other aide, ace g tee bark to the ground 

and leaving the tree e t ndiag aha intact. A red stringy 

bark tree about 9 or 10 leeches in diameter wee certainly 

struck, becauee I saw the flush of liehteing and heard e 

g lire an expLopion. 	I went to sea whet had happened, 

and it co esponded. .lr oet preciaely with the description of 

an oak tree seen to be etruoe in n land. What appeared to 

occur wee that the 1104%.ning iii heated the sap in the tree 

into steam and the whole had exploded. 	There yes no eige of 

burning, but the trunk o f tcA tree eed been burst end the 

pieces had radiated. 50 or WO feet from the trank. The cenepy 

of this tree had fallen amend the sit strop. I assured that light-

ning wild etrike u.a.y airy trees ema il  in a, forest that had been 

burned,. there are always dead trees standings 	 l ive ones. 

efter liscueei 

of OW4130$. 

a reading 44 

we have elected lightning low down on the list 

aerie% the very hot weather, 	 p ►rimeeted with 

nd that, with a tempo tare in the shade 

of 50 degrees, an ordinary glees would burn a hole throegh a 

deed or live eeeelyptue leaf of a kind with little oil in it 

enstantameoaely. 	eleo, the head of a safety match was lighted 

insa tante eausaly, awe paper was promptly-  burned through. areampled 

papor caueht fire euectly. 	I tried a similar experieent with 

a bottie., one of two kinds commonly found on the margin of forests. 

eith a teeperature of over 100 deerees in the shade, 1 tried for 

the beet part of two days to ignite anything with a. bottle, giving 
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every advantage by huving i.t oriented so the+.  the can's rap; 

would. have the beet cnenos through the lenticular end of the 

bottle, and by fooueeing it. I could not aet any effect on 

tissue .spar or any kind -f in 	.e 	oriel. 

not the place for u challee but. will • 

guinea to a charitable object if anyone will set fire to 

forest rubbish with a bottle. 	In the list I mention the 

Incendiarist. 	In tudley nark, na r, where we have wattle 

nd the rather sparse rowains of a forest, we hay. 

experience of a youth who lit a grave fire with the 

excuse 	later that he wanted to see the fire brigade 

turn out. 	That is the type of person who will do things for 

the spectacular effect. 	4, do not need to go to yeuths or 

boys to find examples. 	your Honor may remember reading 

Robert Louie itevenson's "Aar 	the ?rains", particularly 

his experience at ennterey. 	He found moue banging from the 

pines in long etreamers and wondered. if, in any way, it cold 

be to auces k;ory to tires in the forest. Deecribing his action 

as that of a fool, 	etruek a match and held it gingerly to 

the bottom of one of t e esose t a socaeke. 	rke sa d tk tree ex- 

ploded and the forest was on fire. He heard 	 sin:ate of 

People who were trying 110 extinguish a fire a me dietance off 

and he ran as he had never run before, because he knew that if 

he was eau,ht he would be lynched. 	he was an educated man * 

 who set fire to a forest thoughtlessly and foolishly but, to 

acme extent, experimentally, with some idea of the spectacular 

effect. There is no reason why such people should not 

now. The spite of people is ift11 known. 	,e have read of cages 

in no 	where a be4 reyeer-neighbor policy has 	 n ible 

for one man firing anotherie timber 00/14.80Siotto There is a 

possibility of fires being deliberately lit in Victoria in the 

Victoria in the 30;20 way. 	 I put those items in by way of 

elimination as being rare. 	Anelly, we come back to this - 

that the three groat onoles of fire are 	graziers' fires, 
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settlers' fires, and billy tea fires. 	The late Uir avid 

Hutchins once told me that billy tea was the biegeet enemy 

the Victorian forests had. 	a said he Quaid not understand 

wey people would not drink water instead of tea and he thought 

that tea drinking oughtbe prohibited. 

rtile 	eITHORge. 
.40 

'YU 	:4wo and examined s 

M. GOWAVSI You are a district surveyor for tl a eeetern district of 

Victoria, and you are in the employ of the Lands 	rtment?--e 

YEW. 

}hat do your dutiee includeTeeeeenaideration of the question of :.resin 

land utilisation, iticledin reservatien, d cation as forest, 

fettling a title or withholdiree for t 7  her, water supply ,  or any 

public purpose, end settl ent under the La d ,rots. 

Have your detiee brow, ht you in teuce with eciet elaseee of people vho  

live in the country?---I think.  I can say with al $ every olaese. 

it x teekmen, timber millers, tourists and farmers?---Yes, frequently 

and intimately. 	Practically all Dyer the AEA.. 

You eexstioned the matter of land utilisation, 	Jill yofa tell 94 how 

your Department first of all le concerned i that matter, and 

what is its practice?---itconcerned as the custodian of Crown 

lands under its Land act, and its practice is to consult any 

specialized departs ents. before taking action which is likely to 

affect their interests. 	In many 041;68 a request by one 

specialized depart.«ert er sufficient to conclude e matter, but 

with several public interests that exi .ht be brought into conflict 

by enthusiastic specialised public servants or sy others, that is 

not ulwaye the case. 

Is there aometimes a conflict of view between 	cialized deesartrxente 

as to what use certain land sheeld be put to?---Yee. 

fib QUMIeSIMAT :then that happene, what do you do?--•*e consider 

their objections or representations 8nd oick what we consider to 

be beet. 
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To that extent, the .tends Department becomes the arbiter?--- 

That is so. 	it has set aside many arena for specific 

•rposes; some for the zcoard of Works, for their special 

and some for the -Aecticity ommis.sicsn. It hers no 

further control over those areas. 	it heal dedicated 

four million acres as forests, and it has reserved as 

timber reserves in the forests a very considerable area, 

totalling five and a quarter million acres. Over that 

and it has no further control. 

Aay we take it that the i..ando a 4irtment, us ouch, favours no 

particular atilisa 	of the lane- :,.site. 

tries, as far as seible, to hold an even hand between the 

interects 	rios s sR.eoi.ali.sed ' 2)epartatents 

is so. 

That does not mean that it is not concerned in the preservation of 

timber, irz the provision of eater supply, and so on as 

different factors in the probies of the utilisatioa of 

the .forests?---It is concerns with earns of Uwe factors 

in the sum of land utilisation. 

I understand you have prepared a short statement a eh you will read? 

717 ) * 
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Rai 	 m From the earliest settlers 	the productivity 

or the potential productivity .  from crown lands in Victoria 

hats steadily declined. Bust_ fires have constituted a big 

factor ire that depreciation, and it is with this Repeat that 

the eepartmeht, as 'such, le priacipally concerned.. It is also 

concerned ire thelose of timber, because the euestioe of 

conserving areas hitherto considered to be inferior during 

the period of regrowth of the wore valuable species, will 

have to he coneidered. it is concerned with the effect on 

water supply, because htarsdrede of its tenants are dependent 

on adequate supplies for their existence. Naturally, 

together with other a rerun ntDepartmaate, it is very o 

corned with the loss of life and property. 	I differ from 

the previous witness in my next statement. The original 

state of the Appeland and North-eaetern country, and of the 

eteay and Heyteebury orests eau a condition in which the 

ridges and spurs grew only big timber, with floors of grass 

or staghorn or other fern; the jungle being confined to the 

ulli.es r -  valleys. duch condition allowed early surveyere 

and explorers to traverse with bullock drays country which 

today is practically impassible. 

eould leoa stop at that etaoe, and give yo 	 king that state- 

ment, or would you prefer to come back to it?---I can enlarge 

arc it now I think the photoexaphe by the previous witness 

were mostly concerned with. the ealiee. zkse photograph from 

Noojee oertaiely sass. 6tas photograph it of a spur on 

caw eaw, but it is hard to see what class of timber is 

there in tee photograph. 	,44:11e of it looks like blaokwood. 

That country, as I think 'fr. Amens said, had plausibly been 

burnt I any tirr s e before the p oto rash was taken. The 

eteerim towmehip is definitely in a very deep gaiky valley. 

That disposes of that photoeraph. 
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TPA 0011115510WIRt Oo you say that Neeria township is in a gully? Xeeria 

North and Neerim aoutb are, but riot Neerim iteelf?--a 

ghat le eo, it is down on the flat. 

thought it was on a ridge, and one would Seta good view from it• 

dalktiUu I do not know what the witness means when he mentions geerim, 

bemuse there is a3earia aorth leeri a aoutb and Neeriest 

JUA tion?---There as the Neerim loath township as well 

a the others. 	A ojee is on a comparativeiy lower 

area and is t pa tively flat. Hearin is on a kind of 

flat area. 	I do not t hi.nk the evidemes ie really in 

conflict, because that is referring to flat areas. This 

is a question in which I have been interested for many 

years. 1i the otway forest, the late 	eyor General, 

tr. aoore, was one of the earliest surveyore and he 

confirmed the opinion I already held ao a result of my own 

work there, that the floors on the top of the ridge* do 

not carry graze because the sun never gets throe gh the 

close: tree tops, tact taey carried otaghorn and other ferns 

almost exclusively. Old iinhabiteate there have confirned 

that view. in the Erice district, at ;could, a very old 

inhabitant described the oriainal elate of the country. 

ae died recently at the at e of 7 or 79, but 	 described 

the original stage az bein ; on o the opera and ridges 

with oast they termed the lyre bird gullies. It wee in 

those gullies where the junale existed. iletween htcfield 

and relaiow whet e the 	 4. 	 actress and where the 

fires recently Corned throegh the area, history relates 

that men drove a buggy through there on the tope of the 

ridges. It weeld be quite impossible to do that now, 

unless it was driven along a aou try Toads Beard road. I 

have seen other spots that have riot beea burnt in various 

parte of the country, including the atway forest and 

th- stern aiepsland, spots which appeared to have 

escaped any fire, and that iz thsir zeaeral condition - 

arose mostly on the tops of the spurs and jumpae in the 
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valleys and the (late. 

GOWANS: I suppose it is possible to tell by observation Shetiser a 

fire has gone through any parti.oular area of forest over a fairly 

long.  period - -You can tell &ether a hot fire hens gone through 

within a long period, in some classes of country. 

ore is anoth matter apropos of that evidence to which I ehould refer. 

yo 	of any records that eould enable the Clommission to 

access the intensity of the of fires to which reference has ao 

frequently been made, partieularly the U51 fire, to ehow the 

extent?---I am afraid that I do not. 	I have heard that the 

1851 fire burnt the whole of the etete at once. I think that 

Lire 	* have been eomething in the nature of the January fi 

with greater ability to travel an account of the sreuter area of 

timber that then existed. 

ef course there would not be the sumo lose of life ard prapert 0 1851 

because then 

the diet c 

Fro what you eave he 

almost ao 

I think so. 

hat goes 

not the OW10 mADdAt of life and properties in 

is 00e 

9 would you say that those fires must have been 

e = d widespread as the eecent January  firesY- 

to meet the sueesticne 	ve been made at tines 

that the conditions is January last were such as have never been 

known previously in Victoria?---I am inclined to thiek, that the 

conditions in January last were worse than any other recorded 

conditions. 

you know how for back the records got- eo. 	Certainly we have tae 

eaximae iemperaturas. e all know about the peculiar oonditisi.i of 

the ground in Januery, due to two dr,y seasons. The soil and the 

subsoil wets persbed and I think that caused the extraordinarily 

strong rays of the sun to be further intensified, thus giving the 

maximum temperaftrille 
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1 do not cart to take you from your line of thoaeht. You have 

referred to the original 	.t a of the eippoland and north- 

eastern country, and the Ot r saanaa hocytesbury eoreete, 

describing your opinion 	of the conditions that existed.. 

.till you now proceed =ssith your statemont?---Yte. Had this 

state been maintained, the timbered country would still have 

carried large euMbere of o oak, zad the oondltions would have 

been lees favourable to the worst form of buehfire. It i. s 

well known that the spring of ;rase on the burn is sweet and 

vigorous, aieo t a.at, if land which carries some jungle or 

ferns is burned, there will be a picking of caeca before t he 

ocrub recovers. 	again, the remelting, 	of some types 

of scrub and fern are edible. 	or these r 	some land- 

holders, etove tenure is short and comparatively insecure, were 

stomod to burn their country periodically. Oertain type*, 

of scrub sucri 	aoaoias sand fern, ar pear to grow more profusely 

after eaes l burn, .e.ald in Awe i calities the acted or spawn havi 

be 	sported by aeeep, cattle, rabbits, birds or 'tad form 

part of a vicious circle of fire - grass 	b f  in whicil the 

scrub ultimately' ains supremacy, except rivers rapid sheet 

erosion caused by heavy .  rains following the burn, results in 

auch impoverishment of the soil that both grass and scrub are 

gears%) or perhaps oven totally absent. 	The latter ease is 

cooparutieely rare in the heavy jungle and forest country. 

refer there to the etway, eeerier end middle eippsland a well 

the South eippeland country. Ale cumulative effect is that 

some millions of acres had very greatly deteriorated from the 

rit iht of view of both forester and greeter before the last fires, 

cad some cheaper scientific method of clearing will be eeeeeeary 

before the country welch has run to scrub ebd is 	ereat 

value to forest eon be brouebt into production wit> direct 

economic benefit. 
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Under drought conditions such as prevailed on the 13th of 

January, when a parched soil and sub-soil, an extremely low 

hunidity, and an extremely hot sun, produced a dry heat far 

beyond previous records, the absolute prevention, of fire is 

impossible. 	any slight earelesenees on the part of farmers, 

hush workers, picnickers, householders, engine drivers, emoters, 

or anyone else Alutistg using fire, would almost inevitably result 

a conflaeration. natural catreese cannot be disregarded. 

fire caused by the rubbing of two fibrous bark branches. has been 

observed, and cases of 2"ire started by liOtning are comparatively 

frequent. 1 have a very interesting report from a crown lands 

bailiff in connection with a fire started by electricity, if 

Your Honor desires to hear it. 

THIC 001141C IOWA Yes?---The report is as follows; 

4.2.39. 

Whilst engaged inspecting land about 3 miles on Melbourne 

side of Dromana, I saw a fire is the grass about one chain from a 

main road. 	I immediately rushed to my car for the fire beater, 

and made a start to stop it, and just when it appeared it might 

get acay, other assistance arrived rand we held it. 	=e were non- 

pluseed. as to how it started, when suddenly e spark hit so in the 

face and at the sate moment another man noticed a fire on the top 

of an eleetric light pole. 	my helpers than had to go, and they 

called for assists:nee. However, after holding the fire single-

handed for half an hoar ur more, nelp came and the situaation was 

saved, 	1 the ;otesreis sioxi met" cause along cut off the power and 

quelled the fire on the post. elthough I was there when the fire 

started and two more landed immediately. as would have had no 

"'hence, had net a light shower of ruin fallen earlier that day, and 

no doubt this same shower caused the fire in the post, which was 

helped by a roaring gale of wind." 
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That report s 
	ded to the Yorasts Scmmissioa and was 

acknowledged with t 

That is an occasion where rain started a fire instead of puttin 

out?--xactly. 

MK. 	 Before you proceed with your statement, will you tell 

Honor the instance to which you have referred in which a fire 

crud by friction between two branohee of a tres7- - 

Yes, that was in the Nullawarre district, in the heyteebury 

forest. 	A poor type of messmate ,rove 	 a fairly 

hiah branch of a mossmate ieh w not veryfibrous was 

rubbing against a thicker branoa on a hot day, and that was 

burnt. It did not start a bush fiare, but it was burning 

around the point of friction. I was there, but it could have 

easily started a fire on a day such as the 13th of January last. 

Mere was no chance of a spark from some other fire having lodged in the 

rk of two branches and easoad that fire—elle, unless the 

spark s dropped from an aeroplane, but as it was about 18 

years 40, is not much that that happened. 

There was no fire ia the naighborbooe- -There was no fire anywhere in 

that neighborhood. here was a high wind and although it 

waS not a hot day, the trees were rubbing fairly hard. 

"itaeoa coati/u ea statement). 	A threatened or nervous 

farmer or householder bursting back is another probable human 

cause. 	On taat day there were probably a very large umber 

of causes, deliberate, aacidental aod natural. Theaimminsion 

will be faced with honest and extremely oonflicti a otatements 

of opinion, and the possibility of many of those varying 

at:mart/ens being correct within the limits of the district or 

nature of country covered by the witnesses" experience might 

be considered. 	Veriodic controlled burning in certain areas 
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such ae the poorer varieties* get peppermint, ironbare, or 

silver top country would lessen the oorab MOMOISO and need 

not greatly drags the timber; but :Urine where the more 

delicate and quick growing timbers a oh au mountain. 	or 

blackbutt grow, could not be recommended nor would sach 

country burn readily except under extrees conditions, when 

the danger would be too great. 	The isolation of coepar- 

utively s 11 areas of this type of country and of areas of 

young gt vLng ti /bet., by surrounding them with stripe of 

clears or settled land provided with adequate gratis fire-

breaks would be a means of preserving at least aome of the 

timbs • 	The aggregation of extremely large arean of forest 

and jungle country, wherein OPATI or tws, fires can destroy the 

wbole, constitutes a menace to the format itself and to life 

and property. the policies of Land Settlement and forestry 

should go hand in hand. 	round almost all areas of moun 

tain ash are belts of comparatively inferior and hardier 

timbers on foothill country, which could eafely be burred 

at certain seasons. 	an many cases such areas would for 

ake betweee forests and townships with consequent lessening 

ter to each from the other. eeneralitiee based on 

experience of a particular type of country, or overseas ex 

porience where coalitions are dissimilar, have resuitee. in 

confusion and conflict of opinion which contributed to the 

combination of eatural and super-imposed conditione resulting 

h holocaust of ':Triday, 13th January. 	Proclamation 

fia t firing over the whole of the state for specified 

periods restricts the proper use of safety measures, 	A 

problem compounded of factors which differ in each locality 

can only be dealt with locally as cercumst ass dictate. 

Country .re 3rigades, strengthened by the inclusion ex-officio 

of local forest Officers end Crown lands Sailiffe and, if 

necessary, further sabeidised, might be given power to authorise 
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and supervise or carry out ere -cautionary or fire fighting 

measures on any land and to inotitate preseoutione for 

illegal lighting of area. 	The Uush ?ire irides Board 

or committee might 	etre gtlaned by the appointment of 

lovernment teohnitoal officers whose ordinary duties- would 

eceseitate a full knowledge of the country. This body 

oould the!a lay down a broad. general policy and could advise 

tne e'avercment on proclamation or legislation, but any such 

policy should be capable of perhaps resticted variation by 

country fire brigades to s§ uit local Olorgencies. The early 

appointment of a soil con rvation committee Lassa boon 

recommended, and the duties and neeessary -  qualifications of 

such a committee would pre-eminently fit it to set with the 

Bush Fire brigades Board in advising Goostry Ars drigades and 

co-ordinating their efforts. 

:stopping there, will you listen to the six pro rositione which T. have 

drawn up as eummarising your views, and tell use if you agree 

with them?---Firet under drought conditions, the absolute 

prevention of fire is impos le? 	--Certainly. 

4econd, the aaregation of extremely large areas of forest and jungle 

country constitutes a menace to timber, to life, and to 

prop rty, Definitely 1 say that. 

Alird, the areas of valuable Umber should be iac laated with cleared 

or settled lane---Yee. 

3ourth, belts of inferior timber in noose valuable areas, and the 

general areas of inferior timber, could be periodically burnt 

under control without great danger or damage to the timber con-

cerned?---Yes, I think so. 

THE 00 1410N 4R: You moan great damage to valuable timberY---Nese. 

M1. GOWAN31 Or to inferior timber, either?---Yes, but if inferior 

timber is damavad, it is mostly a matter of firewood and it is 

not so badly damaged. 

Fifth, there should ne a central body to lay down broad general po i 

Yes. 
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lithe the opPlieetion or tbot polleY. however, *Li* •for local euntrol?--- 

Cortainly. 

Ant is earroctly iclaNarisinig, whet y hero said 

I underatood ycu hove acme reports that you cox.sizier say 4 of OW***• 

to tke ;:onaisaion?--..Yee, there arc two short report* I 

ussiro to road. 	Thoy refer to a Articular arse of toe$441 

in the -.leo dietriet. 	1 etall reed the first report 460 

cue op lolly obtained by 4* fro* Um staff surreys/a ot *Mt 

district. 	awe boom unehlo to visit that urea Ayoolf 

&ince tbo fire, but J obtained a report et tho Inteasity of 

tho fire sad tn. dama4o it be* Ewa to the sett. I bareelee 

attempted to WilIWWWwlvertkiar t4e tieber is likely to reerrer. 

In thest ree, generally the timber Le net valuable for fared* 

purposes, and is luirsly rubbishy stuff, eme being sat oven 

unsf41 as firewood. 	More is saws* millablo timber in small 

%roue. Via* report rakers to ins rocent bush fire and follows 

A *004iAl iWW*OtiOttl** *oda subsequontly. The reT4Frt is es 

Winces 

'the kirreeter port of tl ,..aeo ;roan Issas hare bee* 

lewd oad the totemoity or the tiro ham varied la different 

localities. Is neer parts, the tiebor o tiessre 1.4; be killed, 

iv cos of those rts t7,-rm hest being so it•eat *a to melt tL• 

sirs is a fens, and lasso vary littie 	.enee tt A fiams 

ever existed two's. The around in plsotte; h*I4 WOW ournt to 

a dsetil ibr six Sambies mad time aitAxs will tell *Maher th•e* 

actimo vill 4410111 bs preasetivo cad, if co, .oMt tM. 1114411411 of 

“;tt roarowth Will MO* ;:videvess of eroalon aro opeerent 

over titto *oat ors*. 	The mutat roterall roar the area 

hos *eon from ***OA to to* boohoo *0d had this ,sin fallen 

bossily and net !steadily 	it did, tt I* safe to aisame that 

erosion *Quid have aeon ,uch arester. .samiase of the erosion 

aro seen in the deAsits along the rood nod iA wary sully where 

4*poliat* or tpArst wo44 amid AGot ore aeon *Quetta** 1 .tuthee 
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deep. 	In the [:men eotiau.ing ,poci a deposit is to be assn 

of this nature. 	e deposit is roughly 60 feet long 

40 feet wide and 4 feet deep. Tn the future, ►0 d, ion 

will be governed by the regrovith on these burnt trees. C711 the 

hikfier burnt areas, if the growth has been destroyed, and these, 

ithout replanting, should be devoid c -  timber grams and scrub, 

erosion is praetically certain to be heavy. 	graft portion of 

this area is in the Hume catchment, and the streams being feet 

running would take this debits to the Icier and more valuable 

reaches of the Atte. 
	[bile they may improve some flats by so 

doing, they may possibly do much greater lamp by depositing a 

Large portion of this debrie in the Hume seir." 

Undoubtedly it will do very much greater damage in that Es • 
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I have a report that 10110 *Omitted ray myself on exactly similar 

country which is adjacent. 	It refers to the prevaience of 

fires in the ( .eo eistrict, and their effects. It is a report, 

that I submitted to the eecretary for Lands early ire ego-ember 

last, and is the result of an inspection I made from the 1st to 

the 7th of Deceeber $  1938. .h report is as follows - 

"I have recently completed an inspectional tour of the 

Pariehes of euttamurree  nano and Forest Hill. 	It WWI arranged 

that 	of the }tazte eivensand eater Supply Commission ihauld 

aecempany me, but, unfortunately, althoagh he came as 	he 

Li -tone creek in the Parish of none, he was unable to c r iplete 

the trip. The earish of.nano is a timber reserve under 	Forest 

Act 1907 and the subject of hitherto unsuccessful negotiation for 

exchange for eore suitably timbered 'rown lands. It carries little 

timber of any c emercial velue $  but is let for grazing by the 

foorests Commies o 	along the eiviee l  whice rises to 4,000 

and 6,000 feet, there is practically no oeolyeett or other valuable 

timber on the north side. 	en the shady (southern) side of the 

earingo *Lugs there is h s rinklieg of poor loolybutt amongst the 

gume. 	The leading spare show aigps of being frequeetly burned 

for th ,spri.xag grass. 	eeing eranitic and rather high, they do 

net readily re' to scrub, but burnine results in the gradual removal 

of the top soil. 	pito tee fact 	the tieber (meetly high 

elevatioxi xis, al tee and ,anus = u with some peppermint) is still 

alive an 	g eany of the poorer slopes are already just 

eugary or shingly slides. 	The practiee im to fire the spurs 

where the sweeter pasture grows, and heavy rate after such a fire 

results in soil, lose. 	A coutinuante of th::.e process year by 

year, eided by the hordes of rabbits which are present to eat the 

tetder Aunts and kill the raes $  co lowers the fertility that the 
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cagary and eh/ 	elopes, hare between the live trees, 

are the ealt.imatee result. 	The mote of the trees often 

are ox nosed. 	sheet erosion is in ray ovinion s. treater 

menace 

 

than my other form. The permanent loss of fert-

ility might be oensidered an even worse evil than the silt 

ation of reservoirs; and sheet erosion on tne hills n 

to the main etreues be ides resulting in sterility, provides 

the finer par, tioles WAI.M• ere west readily transported to 

storages. 

several years I have 
	

lead the 	nnht 

of nose mo 	torested IA soil erosion towarde a broader 

conception of the problem than is germinated ey observation, 

only the more spectacular forme. 	11-intentioned 

people he quite justifiably become filled witn righteous 

ndignatioh at the sight of nuiliee on clear country which 

can be vie red from the motor rosin,, but have overlooked the 

greater 3ntcnnce of sheet erosion in sparsely covered open 

timber country and have ap rarerr.tla been ignorant of the feet 

that gullies also occur the•ein. 	I cannot too strongly 

condemn the view that the sp mealy covered open timber 

country of granitic and .Esrtutsorphic formntions in the 11 

retied should be left in its present condition. It is 

sill continuo. 

mountaineous country 

as also would be the 

crow in opee timber 

Prow civilisation. 

even this, however, is im 

effort the procese of ruin 

To deal wi 
	

s in open granitic 

would be awe enormous and constant task:, 

prevention of firing of Scrub and dry 

country, silica is distant and remote 

An area of about 2,010,000 sores in 

dot its natural conditione 

passible, as without eons gr 

the nume eatershed is the backbone of the cattle raising 

industry in Victoria, and to close it to &razing would 

strike a blow at one of our greatest primary industries. 

such of it can be safely grazed, its oarryingaspacity in-

creased, and rate of erosion retardede  ender supervised 

protective conditions. 
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Thirty fires wars vi le f 	 tountoins on 

?iaturday, Ord weer '  all in 	 y. 

Probably none of th r would be dangerous or badly destruct-

ive to timb r, and few would be in timber of commercial 

slue, Cut ell would most likely result in soil lose and 

ailtationt 

esaing back to the Parish of Ciattamurra where some 

similar country 	been ringbarked and wire-netted, rabbits 

have boon exterminated and pasturee coneerved or even improved; 

the course to be followed with this class of country uld be 

obvious to as layan, 	X have hitherto refrained. from advent) 

in writing any specific cur 	cave advocated the 

formation of a permanent Inter-eportment 1 Octmittes to in 

vestigate and deal witko all ciu tions of soil erosion; anad 

with iodificatione I am in 	 or1 with the grOSion Oommittee's 

recon a sda.tions, but  I feel that the matter is so acute that , 

failin or pendi  the aaaoi tment of a permanent o 3ittee, 

the )epartment should, in the interests of soil consorvati n o 

 to ftirtilii110 siltation in the :eume, and to primary* a great 

national asset, proceed with the settlement of this type of 

country on the moet liberal terms possible, but subject to the 

land protection conditions already i,n. use in the Pu 	r aw 

ed and other ports. 	_Jr-ants ohould not itae<ae unless 

it is poseible to carry thence condition z in o them or until 

legislation prevides for teucbrol or erosion on privates lands. 

belecti purchase leases .re, of auurae, negotiable titles. 

The Parish of ::asses cannot be settled uni 
	

the ?meets 

Commission we -  to exciNane it for more suitably timbered 

areas, such as the Noojeto country. 

of the apu a are already ruined by sheet 	 ion in 

apite of the tact that the timber is alive and healthy, 

it will be difficult to settle exoott under the most liberal 

conditions. 	4040 of it IS too aiigh for 	'ent occupation 
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and inn id have to be 	 r country in corneae Lion 

other land. 	its vu lua le evidenced by the tot that, eves 

the present dreto,:ht conditions - on the 3rd of )eceeber 

-id although infested uy rabbits 	of it carries good 

grass which is, however, deteriorating. 	'fie :state elvers and 

:abet 3upply nor iseion in becoming seised of the true position 

eu,geet that it ehoeld ergo the otets Forests Jommission to 

aFroe to the exchange with 

rroteotion cemlition. 

type to the Neje 

a view to early eettleuent under Lend 

of Forest Vill is similar in 

d is similerly being ruined by rte 	no a 

fire and rahbite but thio fortunately is crown land rand will 

inertly be mu 
	

ilable in connection with the lo er nil warmer 

4uggke euggan where some tresseindous Bellies 	evidence in un- 

settled country of 	Atic origin and the protective conditions 

win aiso be inserted in tAteae areas. 	This coiwtry drains into 

the ;;nary diver. 

1 bee 
	

the remarks herein 	I not be taken as aesir 

to the probl a in general, but es dealing specifically with 

particular types of oountry. 	ure some areas in the uume 

;atonment whion are thickly covered with both tiaber and scrub, 

an excellent condition for catchment purposes, and are better left 

as they are, at least nil the problem is thoroughly in hand, but 

the greater eortion ie of the type previously described. ,' 

inued on One 17 )• 
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IRE WITNESS (Continued): 

That country is similar to the country that has been ruined 

in Oineo by the last fires, and which my surveyor thought 

unlikely to recover. 

Aft. MANS: That country is situated to the north-east of Omee--- 

Yes, it is situated to the north-east of Omeo near the 

head of the au ray. 	Forest Hill parish is on a line 

which runs from the head of the Murray to Cape Howe and the 

Enano Parish is to the west of that. 

Do you agree with the substance of this remark made by Mr. Strom in his 

evidence yesterday, that "the hill grazing industry undoubted-

ly has a value, though the exact extent is difficult at first 

sight to determine. 	My impression is that judged by the 

standards of the amount of population supported by the in-

dustry or the direct return in revenue to the State from 

rentals, etc. the industry is not as important as it is some-

times mad. out to be?"---No, I do not agree with that. 

It has a particular value to the State. 	The it industry is 

dependent upon cheap grazing. 	Cattle cannot be raised on 

private land so cheaply. 	It costs something like £3 or £4 

a year to grow a beast to maturity on private land, and that 

is too much. 	With the cheap grazing provided by grazing 

licences it is possible to grow that same beast at an expense 

for food of something like a quarter or less than that amount. 

In that way the grazing industry in Victoria, which has to 

compete with other States, is dependent entirely upon cheap 

grazing. 

Getting back to the substance of your evidence, you remember the first 

proposition you put was that the aggregation of extremely 

large areas of forest and jungle country forms a menace. 

Do you think that position has been realised to the full in 

the past?---It has been realised by myself, by bushmen, and 

many others. 	 do not know that it has 
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been completely realised. 	I think every bushman expected 

that great area of forest between Warburton, or even further 

west and right through Powelltown, Noojee, Fuminap Willow 

wove, and practically across to Toongabbie would be burnt 

at some time 

Have the respective policies of the Lands Department and the Forests 

Commission been directed to remedying that state of affairs 

in the past?---I am afraid our policy has been merely to 

proclaim the whole area under the control of the Commission. 

In that way, although the Secretary for Lands may not agree, 

we have some obligation to the public. 

What about the policy of the Forests Commission, do you think that 

has been directed in the past to remedying this dangerous 

state of affairs and removing this particular element?---I 

think possibly a little too much attention may have been given 

to the prevention of fires and not enough to the question of 

controlling inevitable fires, 

hen you say the prevention of them do you mean presuppression methods, 

or suppression methods when they are actually in existence?---

I mean presuppression. 

Too much attention has been paid to presuppression measures?---I would 

not say too much; you could not have too much but I think 

that possibly not enough action has been taken to be in a 

position to control the inevitable fires. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Take the area you have just referred to, darburton 

across to Noojoe, Allow Grove and Toongabbie t  what do you 

think has been done in that area for prevention or pre-

suppression?---Fire lines have been cut about two chains wide. 

As a matter of fact I do not know what the policy of the 

Commission is. 	I am not in a position to criticise the 

Commission. 

I suppose it is a little awkward for an officer of one department to 

be asked to criticise another Department in public?------I 
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do not wish to do that though I am willing to help the 

Commission. 

You are in a rather different position; you are an officer of the 

Lands Department which is in a sense the supreme control?--- 

We have had supreme control or have handed it over. 

Do you not think you can speak on the subject without embarrassment. 

I do not want to force you to do it?---I have considered 

applications by the Forests Commission of for the dedication 

of lands adjacent or close to a township. 	On one occasion 

although I am very forest minded, and like to preserve all 

the good timber, I recommended the refusal of one area because 

of the danger it constituted to a small village of a few peopled 

I considered that probably it would be better cleared. 

Once you have dedicated land have you any power of resuming it again?--- 

No. 

If it is mismanaged in some way or made dangerous, do you think you 

ought to have the right to resume control, or assume control?--- 

I do not think so. 	I think the Forests Commission should be 

able to manage it. 	For instance, the Board of Works has 

also had some handed over to it by us, and other Water Supply 

people have taken over control of land, and I do not think we 

should have over-riding power over those people. 

Do you suggest any body of persons ought to have such over-riding 

power. 	I am not talking about any particular Department; 

but do you think there ought to be a body empowered to say 

to one Department who has Crown lands, "You so betrayed your 

stewardship, we are going to take it back from you; you cannot 

manage it"?---Possibly so, there is precedent for that in 

railway lands, which are not required for railway purposes and 

which used to be leased by the Railways Department. The Lands 
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Department now takes the attitude they were set aside for a 

special purpose and if that is not maintained 

They erect shops and that sort of thing?---Yes, we take exception to 

that, and say that is not the purpose they were set aside fore 

That would not be the position with regard to the Forests 

	

Commission. 	We can not get land back except under an Act 

which is at present in force and has been renewed from time 

to time, which enables the exchange of dedicated lands which 

are considered to be unsuitable for forests. 	Those lands 

are exchanged for other Crown lands which are valuable for 

that purpose. 

nn. BARBER: it 4096, 1932, is apparently what he is talking about* 

THE COIGAISSIONER: I think we have got a little away from the subject. 

MR. GOWANSt With respect, s do not think so, because you were rather 

leading up to what I was wanting to ask the witness. 

THE COMMI ,IONER: I am interested to know whether Mr. Clarke will 

express an opinion, just as an example, of that particular 

area as to whether he thinks the presuppressiori methods have 

been adequate?---No, I do net. 

You do not think ao?---I mean that the methods to control the inevit-

able fires have not been adequate. 

MR. BARBER: That area is Your Honor now talking of? 

THE COMMISSIONER: The area nominated by Mr. Clarke which extends from 

	

Warburton. 	(To Witness)t Leaving out the inevitable fires, 

do you think the preparations are sufficient for the fires 

which are not inevitable in the sense you are using the term?--- 

I am saying fire is not inevitable. 

I should think some of it is not. 
	We are using terms that are not 

defined. 	I should imagine fires like those which occurred 

on Friday the 13th are inevitable, given the right conditions* 

In a lesser sense of inevitability is the fire which comes 

in when a settler is burning off, and which can be dealt with 

and held in check or stopped by weather conditions or men 

	

fighting. 	 Do you think enough steps are taken to 
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combat that fire?---No, I am afraid I could not say Ides. 

By an inevitable fire you mean one which needs no persuasion from 

man?---Which is not necessarily caused by man* 

MR. GOWANS: You mean inevitable from the point of view of causation 

rather than from the point of view of control. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I think he has got to the position where he means 

both. 

MR. GWANS: You have expressed an opinion the aggregation of large 

areas of timbered land has to become a menace and that 

obviously you must have some way of breaking it up. I 

suppose it can be broken up by settlers?---I think in certain 

areas it might be broken up by settlers, and that these 

settlers during any season which threatened should be protected 

by mutual protection of some sort, - burnt fire breaks or 

ploughed strips. 	I think the Forests Commission or some 

authority should have power to do those works, to burn or 

plough those breaks in any land whether it be private or not. 

Has the practice of the Forests Commission tended towards the aggreg-

ation of those large areas of forest lands?--a think I can 

answer definitely yes to that question. 

That being so, was it possible for the Forests Commissioq6r the Lands 

Department to stop that tendency and remedy it in any way by 

breaking up those areas?---It would have been possible for 

the Lands Department to refuse to dedicate some of the areas. 

May we take it that it was impossible for the Lands Department to 

resume any of those areas for the purpose of breaking them up?---

Yes, impossible to do that* 

s it possible for the Forests Commission to do anything in the way of 

breaking those large areas up by interposition of settled 

areas?---Yes, under the Exchange Act in force it could have, 
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if it wanted to adopt that method, exchanged those areas 

for other suitably timbered land. There is an exchange 

list at the moment awaiting deduction, something like ten 

Crown Lands to one forest area. 

But we may take it from your knowledge and experience the practice 

of the Forests Commission has been against that rather than 

in favour of it?---I think so* 

Taking the lands which are under the control of the Lands Depart-

ment, that is Crown lands, whether the timber is under their 

control or not the Lands Department has allowed the use of 

those lands by selection purchase lessees, graziers, and 

millers, has it not?---Millers as to the s its only 

Has the Lands Department imposed any conditions in their selection 

purchase leases, grazing licences or leases, or mill site 

licences or leases which would have any tendency to prevent 

the outbreak , f fire?---There is a special condition in 

the grazing licence, but it is a legacy from the old Acts, 

before the areas were proclaimed as protected forests. 

4e have not taken any particular interest in those. 

When you say it is a legacy you are not taking any credit for it?--- 

By the way, that is Section 14 of the Forests Act. 	Section 

63 refers to the Proclamation of areas, and Section 74, refers 

to the protection of timber on grazing licensed areas. I 

think it states it must not be cut except in accordancewith 

the Forests Act. 

It provides that no person shall ringbark, sapring or girdle or other-

wise kill I destroy, damage or injure any growing tree on any 

Crown Lands, the subject of a grazing licence except in pur-

suance of a permit granted under this Act, or in pursuance of 

a permit lawfully granted by the Board of Land and Works before 

the commencement of the Forests Act?---Yes. 

I would like to say, taking Sections 63end 74 that I think both 
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have considered that the whole of the Crown Lands) 

whether under grazing licences or not, were considered 

as a protected forest, 

I an not discussing that with you at the moment; I am discussing 

with you your own pigeon. 	These conditional purchase 

leases, grazing licences, and the mill-site licences or 

leases have not any conditions imposed on them by you 

people which would tend to the prevention of fires by those 

persons holding those leases or licences?---As a matter of 

fact I cannot be quite certain of that. 	I would have to 

have a good memory to know all that; but I think possibly 

there is some condition in the selection purchase leases, 

However, in the ones now being issued in watershed areas 

there are erosion conditions which we call lease protection 

conditions, which will ensure that the area cannot be 

damaged by fire or iD any other way, 

Have you ever heard of a selection purchase lease, grazing lease )  

or licence, or a mill site licence being cancelled owing to 

any action by the licensee with regard to lighting fires?--- 

Nb, I do not think so. 

We find )  accepting the Lands Department's view of the effect of the 

Forests Act that the timber is under the control of the 

Forests Commission on Crown Lands, and the grass is under 

your control?---That is so, 

Mr. McIlroy suggested there would be no great difficulty or objection 

to handing over grazing rights in Crown Lands to the Forests 

Commission, 	Do you see any objection or difficulty?--- 

I see a slight danger in that, for the reasons I stated at 

the outset of my evidence, that a Department specialising 

in one particular branch is not likely to have full regard to 

the value or necessity of another branch of land utilisation. 

The policy of the Forests Commission, and its practice, in the past, 

has been directed to the preservation of timber on its 
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areas, has it not. 	That is a fair enough statement?--- 

Yes, I think so. 

Your suggestion is that the rights or interests of people who are 

interested in grass rather than timber might be sub-ordinated 

to other interets if the Forests Commission controlled it?--- 

I think that danger would be there.. 	It might be a matter 

of more co-operation on that particular point. We might be 

able to improve the condition as to fires, but I do not know 

that I would say the right should be handed over to the 

Forests Commission. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Is it your view there are various forms of living 

to be made in the forest, and that people in this State should 

be permitted to get those forms of living?---Yes. 

There is a living to be derived from getting timber, forestry and 

so on. 	You class that as only one form of ata activity in the 

forest?---Yes. 

Others have the right to get what they can from the forest as long 

as they do riot harm the other interests?---Yeso 

MR. GOWANS: Does not that rather point to the desirability of some 

form of supreme control over all Crown lands. I am using 

Crown lands in the broad sense?---Over all public lands? 

Over all public lands, yes, such as has been suggested by witnesses. 

here; somebody which will take into account the interests of 

people getting their living in the forest, and at the same time 

the interests of the community such as the question of erosion, 

water supply and so on?---I think there should be a lot more 

co-ordination of the activities in these Departments. 

THE COMMISSIONER: If you had that system you would have the help of 

all the Departments?---That is so. 

At present it is a warfare between the Departments on forest matters, 

or should not you say that?---I do not think so. 

would not say there was warfare. 

There is great hostility between you?-----I would not say there was 
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great hostility. 	Perhaps I would say there might not be 

a great amount of co-operation. 

MR. GO/ANS: Do you recognise the authorship of these words "Incredable 

as it may seem the spectacle of a public servant enthusiastic 

to the exclusion of any other interests but kik his own par-

ticular job of work is not uncommon"?---Those were my words. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I do not think you need answer my question; you have 

done so already. 

MR. GOWAN: Do you want to add anything?---I think between the Senior 

technical officers of Departments there is very close co-

operation, perhaps more than there is between the Departments 

themselves. 	Your Honor, I think you would be performing a 

very great public service if in some way you could suggest 

that wholly technical matters should be completely determined 

by technical officers. 

THE CalAISSIONER: You are striving for the most fantastic things, 

to think that technical matters should be left to technicians. 

They are the last people in the world to be allowed to do 

that?---Quite so. 

That is the good of my saying so. 	You are almost a day-dreamer coming 

before the Commission?---I agree, but there are ideals we must 

aim it. 

I quite agree with what you are saying but how that is going to be done, 

I do not know. 

MR. GOWAN'S: I suppose you would agree that the present system of 

divided control of Crown lands is an uniesirable one, even 

the Crown lands in the narrower sense, in the sense of protected 

forest areas?---Yes, Ida* 	In regard to this question you 

have asked me, I would say the question of Crown land utilisation, 

which we call our business as a Department, as we are charged 

with that job by the legislators, is being done fairly well. 

It is a national characteristic of ours that we are inclined 
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to tell the other fellow haw to do his job, and many 

people are inclined to think they could run the Lands 

Department better than it is run. Possibly they could, 

but utilisation of Crown lands gives us a lot of thought, 

and we consider we are doing a fairly good job. In 

1933 a conference of foresters and others representi 

the land people was held at Canberra and it was suggested 

that the objective of Australia should be 19* million 

acres of reserved forests. 	That was computed to be 

capable of supporting a population of 22i million people 

without importing timber. 	Since Victoria was one of the 

best forested States our quota was Sir million acres. We 

have now Biamillion acres dedicated forest and timber 

reserves in the forest, which are virtually the same thing, 

so we have gone very close to the quota laid down as a 

result of that conference in Canberra and based on a pop-

ulation of 22i7 million. 	From that aspect we seem to be 

int* doing our job fairly well 	The population as yet is 

only 6 million. 	,'Ye have done something about the catch- 

ment areas; we have prepared conditions that we consider 

will retard the process of erosion in the catchment areas. 

Personally I would go so far as to say I am quite certain 

that settlement subject to those conditions, far from 

damaging the catchments will actually retard the rate of 

erosion and siltation of the Hume leir. 	I think Mr. Strom 

is inclined to agree with me on that, but whether his 

Department agrees or not is another matter. 

THE COMMISSIONER: You would keep the catchment areas free from 

settlement?-40 must differentiate between areas such as 

the Metropolitan Board of Works area which serves a popul-

ation of one million people with water, and which is one 

of the purest in the world, and areas such as the Hume 

catchment which consists of two million acres and which 
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supplies some towns, and is also used for irrigation* 

The population is spread so the water is not a bad quality, 

and at any rate country towns mostly do and can, unless they 

are fortunate, depend upon purification. They cannot expect 

to have an area of, say, 100,000 acres or even 10,000 acres 

specially used for water supply. There is a very big differ-

ence in the remote areas. 

You suggest that as far as the Metropolitan water supply is concerned 

you would be very careful of allowing settlers into the catchment 

of reserved areas?---I would not allow anybody in it at all 

I think the policy of the Board in that regard is quite a reason-

able once 

In the country conditions are different?---I think the population in 

the country does not justify the extensive use of a large area 

of land for water supply, therefore they can use purification 

methods. 

A lot of that water, as you say, is used for irrigation?---Quite a 

lot, and for stock and domestic supply in the Mallee. I have 

had drinks in about 40 different camps in the Mallee from the 

domestic supply and it is pretty terrible stuff. 

MR. XNANSI You are rather ahead of me, because I anted to ask 

you about some of those things later. 	What I aminterested 

in at at the moment is the divided control of protected 

forests between the Lands Department and the Forests Commission. 

Is it seriously suggested by those two bodies that not until 

this Commission started, and until Mt. McIlroy got inthe 

witness box the other day did the Forests Commission realise 

it had control of the Crown land areas so far as the timber 

was concerned with full power to take all fire protection 

measures in those areas, and that the Lands Department had no 

responsibility with regard to it?---I think that question might 

he addressed to the Forests Commission. 
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MR, BARBER: One answer is that we do not realise it ye. 

MR. GOWANS: I accept that position, but it has never been taken 

between the two powers?---No. So far as I have known 

the understanding is that the Forests Commission controlled 

all the timber on the Crown lands quite apart from the 

law which logically follows: I should saywhen one owns 

and controls one is entitled to protect. 

THE COMMISSIONER: mould you suegest it is incidental power by impli-

oation?---Yes, I would suggest that. 

Has your Department ever obtained any advice on it?---No, we took the 

view that having proclaimed it a protected forest we had 

passed over our power and responsibility in the matters 

That seems a reasonable view to me, without investigating it, 

GOWANS: Has the question never cropped up in this way: if the 

Forests Commission were to take fire protection measures 

in. Crown lands that possibly it would be necessary o burn 

some of those areas. 	Has it not arisen that some question 

was asked as to the right of tee Forests Commission to 

burn the grass?---I have never heard of that question. 

It might also be necessary for the Forests Commission to put in roads, 

tracks and bridges for the purpose of fire protection. 

Has it never arisen as to who would bear the cost and mkat 

power the Forests Commission had to put roads, tracks and 

bridges in Crown lands?---I do not think there has ever 

been trouble about that. 	The Lands Department has 

generally taken the attitude that once they take charge 

of it that the matter is almost concluded by right of 

possession. 

MR. BARBER: I think that is about it. 

MR. GUAM: has the Forests Oonmission ever made any request, that 

you know of, to the Lands Department for permission to 

put roads, tracks, and bridges in for fire protection 

purposes?---Not to my knowledge. 

Of course, if they did is there not this difficulty, that the Lands 
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Department could at any time alienate any part of those 

lands with the bridges, roads and tracks?--There would be 

that difficulty, yes. 

Has not that cropped up at 	 question something like that 

cropped up in relation to certain areas which were asked 

to be dedicated - I do not remember exactly where they w erea 

However, it was considered they should not be dedicated 

because they might at some future date be required for 

settlement; but they s hould be withheld. I think the 

Forests Commission then said it could not spend money on 

them for cleaning up the forest floor and thinks like that 

unless the areas were dedicated. 	I then suggested to the 

Department we should withhold it for any specified period, 

such as 20, 30 years or longer if the Forests Commission 

desired. 

When was that?---About two or three years ago. 

Would it be possible to turn up the files relating to that matter?--- 

Yes. I think it referred to the fanjil country. 

Would you undertake to d o that?--1 would do my best. It is a matter 

of memory. 

When the Forests Commission took up that attitude that they would 

not have any power to do these things, was it not then 

suggested by the Lands Department "Of course you have power 

to do it under the Forests Act"?--I do not think the question 

has ever arisenc 

I suppose you must have got a shock when after the fires you found 

the Chairman of the Forests Commission giving interviews 

in the papers saying it was most unfortunate that t he 

Forests Commission had no c ontrol of Crown lands adjacent 

to the forests?---Yea. 	I did not know the Chairman said 

that; but I saw where a forester near Lorne said certain 

fires had occurred in areas of Crown lands over which he 

had no control. 
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I will refer you to a report of an interview with the Chairman of the 

Forests Commission in the "Herald" newspaper on Saturday, 

January 21st, before this Commission was started, in 

which the Commissioner is reported to have said "Comment-

ing on the position that t Commission had no control of 

Crown lands adjacent to forests. Mr. Galbraith said on 

open Crown lands the power to control timber growing only 

sea vested is the Commission, whereas in State Forests 

the Department had complete authority"s 	Of course, 

the latter part of that stabment is correct according to 

your views?---Yes. 

MR. BARBER: The whole statement is correct. I should have thought 

it is a perfect summary of the position. 

MR: COWANS: That might be agreed. Your idea is that the Commission 

had no control of Crown Lends adjacent to forests. 

MR. BARBER: But he goes on to say more. 	You have left out the 

important part, 

M. CO4ANSI I have not left it out. 	I suggest the other part is 

correct. 

THE COMMISSIONER: It would be like the anylock trial, he would get 

his timber but not rut a chip. 

MR. GOIANS: He must not destroy a blade of grass. 

MR. BARBER: I am not trying to justify the position. I think it 

is a stupid position, but the position is there. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I should not have thought that is the positions 

MR. BARBER: There are the specific words in Section 63, Sub-section 

(3) which states "All forest produce is a protected 

forest shall, subject to any leases or licences 

of any land therein granted under any Act relating 

to Crown Lands, be under the control and management 

of the Department" - that is the Forests Department - 

"In every other respect all Crown Lands within a protected 

forest shall be subject to the control of the Minister of 

Lands in accordance with the Land Act 1928". If that 
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is not divided control, I do not what what ie. 

MR. GOWAN& It might be divided on the question of fire protection, 

but I do not want to discuss this matter further. Your Honor 

will remember there is a duty on the Forests Commission under, 

I think, Section 41 to report to the Houses of Parliament as 

to firs protection measures which have been taken. 

MR. BARBER: "State Forest" is used. 	state Forest is included in the 

protected forests. 	I can appreciate that but it is very obscure. 

TEE COMMISSIONER: It gives a strong impression even looking at it very 

slightly: but I do not think it is a matter of deciding whether 

there is any power but whether anyone has bothered to find out. 

MR. GOWAN'S: That is the point I am putting. (To witness): Coming 

to the question of periodically controlled burning in areas of 

inferior timber, I take it we have to consider lands fromtwo 

points of view, non-catchment areas and catchment areas?---Yes. 

In the non-catchment areas, does the question of erosion crop up?--- 

Yes, definitely it crops up in the deterioration of the soil 

which is, as I have said, probably even more important than 

siltation of reservoirs. 

What I want to direct your attention to is this: you have suggested 

the desirability and the possibility of periodical controlled burn-

ing taking place in areas where inferior timber is growing. Is 

not there a possibility of erosion arising from such periodical 

controlled burning?---Yes, there definitely is, and that factor 

would have to be taken into consideration in the burns. There 

are burns in the country which are not very damaging even to the 

grass. 	For instance the practice on the Bogong High Plains is to 

burn off only the dry stalks, and the ground is so wet that the 

grass is not really damaged. Probably it results in a stooling 

and invigorating of the grass, provided that it is not done at the 

height of summer* 	It does not always follow burning is going to 

cause much erosion. 
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That is what I wanted to get from you. 	Your view is that the opinion 

sometimes expressed here that periodical controlled burning 

will oause erosion generally should be taken with some 

modification?---Yes, I say with some modification. 

Certainly, there is very grave danger. 

I suppose you have taken that into account when you express the view 

it would be possible?---Yes, it is a thing that would have 

to be faced, even if that area of land did deteriorate very 

badly. 

What about the question of scrub; have you taken that into account?---

Yes, that would mean one would have to burn fairly regularly 

or else the scrub would get too big and in time a fire 

would get uncontrollable° 	If burnt regularly, ultimately 

one would kill out the scrub. Then one would have to 

plant grass seed or he would certainly have erosion. 

Do you think it would be advisable to burn at such frequent periods that 

you could get control of the scrub, and at the same time not 

oause erosion?---I would not say that I think you are 

likely to cause some little erosion very often when burning; 

but I think that in most areas probably it would be possible 

to burn without very great damage from the erosion point of 

view. 	However, in any case I have said that those areas, 

and that timber also must be sacrificed for the whole - in 

every relationship the few must be sacrificed to the many. 

That also applies to the possible damage to timber occurring in these 

inferior timber areas?---I think so. 

It has sometimes been put before this Commission that it is impossible, 

or very often impossible, to turn out a light fire - the 

kind of fire you all aim at - in burning off. 	Do you see 

any great difficulty there?---Tes, it is very difficult. 

One would want a good number of men, and it is a very 

dangerous proceeding at any time. 
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Taking into account all these considerations, are you still in favour of 

the view it is possible and desirable to have periodical con-

trolled burning, at all events in the non-catchment areas?---

I do; but I qualify that by saying if it were possible to 

clear the area other than by fire it would be better to do so, 

but I do not think other means than firing would be within our 

financial means. 

Taking these catchment and non-catchment areas, I think you have to divide 

those into reserve areas, as you have done, or non-reserve 

areas, or country areas?---That is so. 

And in the former case, the case of reserve areas, I suppose the question 

of pollution and siltation must be of great importance?--- In 

the former case, that is, in the case of special catchments, 

I think it is of very great importance. 

You have already expressed the view you are in favour of keeping all kinds 

of settlement out of those areas. Are you also in favour of 

keeping all forms of industry out of those areas?---Yes. 

And grazing?---Are you referring particularly to an area such as the Board 

of Works area? 	Will you refer to a particular area. 

I mean that 	I take it there are other areas that are not so important?- 

I would say I would exclude grazing or milling, or any operation 

at all — 

Which involved the presence of human beings?---qhich involved the presence 

of human beings. 

As you have told the Commission, that does not apply to the non-reserve 

areas, but I suppose the question of erosion still arises 

there?---That is where it arises very badly. 

Would you be in favor of this periodic controlled burning in catchment 

areas which are not special catchment areas?---I cannot help 

getting down to particular cases. 

You are better able to do that than I am?----Generalities are things I 

hate. 
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THE GOMISSIONER: Each one has its own problem?---Yes, each one has to 

be considered on its merits. 

And that is where you have an advantage over Mr. Gowans and myself* 

Perhaps you might be able to particularise in your answer? 

MR. GOWANS: How far are you going to carry this policy of periodical 

control burning in catchment areas?--41ould the answer be 

just to such an extent that it would be the minimum 

necessary for the protection of the area in generals 

THE COMMISSIONER: According to the characteristics of that area?--- 

Yes, the characteristics of the country. 

MR. BARBER: what about the Goulburn Catchment as an example. 

MR. GOWANS: Is there a catchment there?---Yes. 

Would it be possible to carry it out there?---I think it would be necessary 

to carry some out there. 	I would not suggest it for 

the purposes of catchment only, but for purposes in regard 

to timber. 	I would not particularly suggest burning the 

country for catchment purposes. 

I am not suggesting that. 	I am looking at it purely from the point of 

view of fire protection?---Yes, I think in very large 

catchments with very big extents of timber I would even 

burn there unless there were other means - the minimum 

amount consistent with the nature of the country and the 

protection of the timber. 	For instance, the timber in 

the Hume catchment is not a very great anti-erosive agency. 

It is thicker now than it was in its natural condition, 

that is due to fires; but even now it does not hold the 

ground. Grass is definitely the best anti-erosive agent 

in the greater part of the Hume catchment, and in that also 

lies the point as to fire protection in that area. The 

destruction of that timber or the ring-barking of it and 

settling of the country there by cleanly grazing it will 

have an effect on bush fires in general. 	For instance, 

at Oleo the timber came down As Leslie right to the 

opposite side of the peak and that is probably why Omeo was 
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burnt out, it came down near the Livingstone Creek. 

THE COMMISSIONER: It runs parallel with the main stream?---Yes, but 

I understand the fire came up the Livingstone Creek and 

across Mt. Leslie. 	Had that been grass country it is 

possible Omeo might not have been burnt; but it was rather 

poor country and probably no one would have taken the trouble 

to grass it. 

MR. GOWANS: Do you know anything about the Board of Works special 

catchments---Riot a great deal* 	So much has been purchased 

privately and so much has been under their control for a 

long time that I do not know a great deal about it. However, 

I know the nature of the country quite well. 

Have you any views to express as to how far this policy of periodical 

control burning, or burning at all could be introduced to 

those areas, having regard to all the possibilities of 

pollution, siltation, and so on?---I would prefer to see those 

areas set out on the map. I have not the areas in mind too 

well. 

Look at the map produced, which has been put in in evidence?---(Handing 

map to witness): I think the areas are not much too large 

for an effort to be made to exclude fire from them altogether, 

possibly. There are very large areas that I consider should 

be broken up in some way, but in one case here the area is 

40,000 acres, in another case 32,000 acres and in another 

case 11,000 acres. 	I do not think they are big enough for 

it to be essential to break them up, in view of the fact that 

the water supply for a million of population is very important. 

In order that you might follow that map, there are certain areas marked 

out in brown, and those are the watershed areas of the Board. 

Then another area is marked in a slightly different colour; 

that is the Upper !arra area, which has been granted to the 

Board but is not used for water supply purposes; do you 

follow that one?----Yes, the shaded portion. 
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You are referring to the brown areas?---Yes, the brown colored ones. 

Your view is they are so large?---That they are so small& 	I think that 

possibly one might be able to exclude fire altogether, or 

attempt to do so. I do not think you will exclude it 

permanently. 	I think aultimately they are certain to 

get burnt as is every other area of forest. 

I wanted to see how far you went in the suggestions you have made. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Do you really think that?---Yes, I think there have 

been fires before the white man came to this country and 

I think there will inevitably be fires on some days that 

will be occurring, in some long periods such as from 

1881 to 1939y 	There have been a lot of fires in between 

those that probably could have been prevented. 

MR. GOWANS: I suppose your view is that although fires cannot be 

prevented altogether, you think something should be done to 

stop them being as large as the one in January?---I do, I 

think fires probably could be prevented and controlled much 

betters 

Would you like to enlarge on this statement in your evidence where you 

say that "Generalities based on experience an d the par-

ticular type of country, or oversee.. experience where con-

ditions are dissimilar have resulted in the confusion and 

conflict of opinion which contributed to the continuation 

of natural and superimposed conditions resulting in the 

holocaust of Friday, the 13th. January?---I was referring 

in particular to the few bite of evidence I was able to 

read that was given before this Commission, of some public 

men getting up and stating as a generality - one stated he 

would exclude, I think according to the press reports, all 

human occupation from watersheds and impound or destroy any 

cattle found therein. 

THE COMMISSIONER: He would shoot the cattle and imprison all the owners?--- 

Exactly. 

And what about all the relatives?----You would have to build a few more 
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gaols to deal with the watershed territory. 	I was referring 

to those. 

MR. GOWANS: To what were you referring when you said this, that these 

generalities have resulted in a conflict of opinion which con-

tributed to the conditions that led to the holocaust of Friday 

the 13th January?---I am afraid I did mean in that, so far as 

I could see, the policy of the Forests Commission was to exclude 

fire altogether, and possibly to pin its faith too much to that 

exclusion of fire, and not enough to the control of it when it 

did occur. 	While on that Friday, the 13th, I may say I took 

a party of volunteers out from the Lando Department and I was 

instrumental in helping to burn firebreaks around Lilydale, and 

to break the then law before it was upset. I mean there was 

our position, there were landholders there burning firebreaks and 

they were to all intents and purposes breaking the law. I mean 

I do not think that law should be. 

That is what you meant when you next said "Proclamation against firing 

over the whole of the State for a specified period restricts the 

use of safety measures"?---Yes. 

That is one aspect of it?---Yes. 

MR. BARBER: There is one matter to which you adverted and to which 

Mr. Strom also averted, that was the question of burning on the 

high Plains. 	As I remember it Mr. Strom said the erosion 

potential on the Bogong High Plains was a low one. ,lould you 

agree with that?---Yes, quite. 

And I suppose you would also agree that the erosion potential is much 

higher on the slopes of the high Plains?---Yes. 

You referred to a specific instance where you had refused the dedication 

of a particular piece of land. Before I get on to that specific 

instance, the dedication of land as forest is not ultimately a 

matter for you or your Department, is it?---I think so. I am 

not quite sure of that. 	Anyway, we have to agree to its 
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take it you have to recommend nnd agree, but I think it is actually 

-
at Minister for Forests who dedicates the land?---PossiblW. 

But I take it that is done after reports and so on are furnished by 

your Department?---Generally, yes. 

In regard t o that specific piece of land you were talking about, where 

was it?---I think it was on the Crossover on the road out 

from Noojee and Warragul. 	I think it was the township of 

Crossover, or one of t hose small townships and it was an 

area tie t I consider can rather too close to the twon, 

There was en area ith trees on it?--Yes, 	The Forests people asked 

for it to be dedicated as a permanent forest *  

And you refused it on the ground it was too dangerous to have it a a 

permanent fbrest near Crossover?---Yes. 

Did it then remain in your possession?---It. did. 	I was hoping someone 

would select it and clean it up. 

Did anybody select it?--I could not say. 

I suppose it is still a danger to the town, whether it is under the 

control o f the Forests Commission or yourselves. 	Did you 

do anything to minimise that danger?---No, I regard it 

better as being temporarily timbered than it would be if 

it were a dedicated forest *  

But did _Jot it occur to you the Forests Cori-mission, if it was dedicated 

forest, might at any rate have taken some trouble to minimise is) 

the troub.LeY ■—No, I en afraid it did not e  

But whatever the Forests Commission might or might not have done, there 

is the poasibility they might heve done something *  At any 

rate you or your Department never took any precautions 

whatever?---quite so. 

And sp far ta you know it has never been 	 wou.Ld drew your 

attention to the fact that area is 	protected forest, 

I was not aware of that, 	I understand it was unalienated Crown A.andT 	 

that is what I mean; I mean it is protected forest, 

By reason of the general 	 amation?---Ye s.  
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But ;you do not know whether it was ever selected?--No. 

You also adverted to the big area from Warburton back, 	Part of that is 

also protected forest?--quite so. 

It is not all dedicated and reserved?---No, 

And I think you have seen fit to make some strictures about the methods 

that have been adopted there, Do you know what work has 

been done by the Forest Commission in that area, on their 

own forest or the protected forest?.--.'Certainly I cannot tell 

you everything that has been done; but I mean to say I know 

certain things have not been done. 

Let us just get from you what you think has been left undone that ought 

to have been done?---Well, only so far as I know 4* by the way, 

I want to make this clear, that I have no intention of 

making any strictures on the Forests Commission,. 

MR. GOWANS: I dragged that out of the witness. 

M. BARBER: All right, but that having been dragged out of you, we want 

to see how far we can go?---I think there is that suggestion 

I have made to the Commission, that the aggregation of large 

areas is a danger and such areas should be broken up. 

But is that the real gravamen of your complaint, that it too big an area 

and it is not broken up?--5/31ki That is all. 

I do not suppose you purport to be familiar with t he actual protection 

works ,,hat have been undertaken there?---lio. 

Such sa fire lines, breaks, and so on?--No, 	I know the country and of 

course I have seen some of them, 

Apparently it is your theory there should be some breaking up of these 

large areas by settlement, Did I understand you correctly?---- 

I have said settlement, or clearings of some kiad, 

I thought you were putting it that it would be desirable to have settlement 

in those forest areas; do you say that?---Do I say what? 

Do you suggest that it is a good idea, apparently from two points of 
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view, erosion, and fire protection, to break up large forest 

areas by putting settlers in them, or at tlement?---Settlement 

in them is not quite the same thing. 	Isolated settlers 

in a forest am a danger. 

I think we all agree with that?---But I think areas of forest would be 

better protected if they were surrounded by areas of clear 

country, which is' as far as I am prepared to go on that. 

But take this great big area you see running from Warburton in an easterly 

direction * 	Is that one of the areas you think should be 

broken up by settlement?--Yes, I think ultimately it might be. 

Now take the se tt laments in the Loch Valley and Noojee . Are those 

examples of t he sort of settlement you would like to see there ?— 

---No, definitely not, 	I would not have anybody in the Loch 

Valley or anybody in Noojee at all, 

I was going to -Jut that to you; there a re 3rwo nice settlements breaking 

up the forest area, 	They have created places of extreme 

danger. 

HIS HONOURz That is what the witness said, he would not have such 

settlements, 

MR. BARKR: Wherein *Iit lies the difference between those two, aad what 

you want?--aThose two settlements were placed in very heavy 

jungle country, excellent timber country, and where in the 

first place through lack of roads and things they were mot 

a success. 	Personally I would not have put anyone into that; 

but that must not be taken as a generalization, as the 

Warragul country grew very good timber, and I have heard that 

within one mile of Warragul a mill operated on good timber 

for six years on 640 acres, yet after all that timber has been 

burnt out, chopped out or wasted that area has become one 

of our best dairying districts. 

Perhaps you are getting a little away from what I was putting to you. 
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My vision of :'hat you meant by settlement in these areas is 

apparently a wrong picture; but would not settlement i n 

that area we are still talking of, that area from Warburton 

out east be exposed to very much the same danger aa Noojee 

and Loch Valley?---That is wrapped up in the condition of 

the country, which I maintain has been dhanged, 	There are 

areas of Silver top country and other comparatively poor 

timbers, what I call just on the border line as regards 

settlement, 	That land would oast perhaps £12 to £15 an 

acre to clear and would be worth £8 an acre when cleared, 

Those are the types of country which could be broken up if 

there were some co-ordinated policy of land settlement and 

forestry, and in that type of country we could get breaks, 

Do you think it is economically sound merely fort he purpose of breaking 

up your forest area, to go to all the trouble and expense 

of road making, clearing and so on to get the settlers there, 

always with the difficulty of inducing some settlers to go 

there to act apparently as some sort of human fire break, 

Do you think it is economically possible?---Economic land 

settlement cannot ever be dealp with on an economic basis. 

If it were we would have had no settlement in South Gippsland 

or ':arragul where there is the richest dattrying country. 

Our settlement would have been confined to areas that it was 

naturally easy to utilise, 	There is no question of economies. 

There may be many considerations other than the mere immediate economic 

consideration; but do you suggest t hat it is at all possible 

without pouring a lot of money away with very little advantage, 

to induce settlers into this particular area fort he purpose 

of breaking it up, 	Do not worry about the economic 

position; IA is it a matter of practical politics; let us 

get down to that?---I think so. 	If we are going to protect 

that very valuable timber, in my opinion that will be the 
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means of protecting it and at the same time making: a further 

asset, instead of just a waste as fire breaks, 	In my 

opinion fire breaks are necessary, 	In any case, to protect 

the timber area I would say the country should be utilised 

as far as possible, 	Your witnesses have suggested to you 

that some fire breaks be up to a width of five miles, or 

at least a width of one mile, as being necessary. 	I suggest 

that these areas, if they were properly cleaned up, could 

be utilised in the way of settlement. 

There might be a lot to be said for that, 

THE COMMISSIONER: You would try to get belts of settlement right through 

that area?---Yes, 

That has been done in other parts of t he world?--Yes, it has, 

MR. BARBER: I read or heard of something similar being used in India, 

I do not know if you are familiar with that?--I am not. 

Of course, that would always depend on your having through a large 

forest area some belt or other suitable for settlement and 

cultivation?--Yes, quite so, 

I suppose it comes down to a proper survey, and an intelligent survey 

of forest and other lands for the purpose of a sensible and 

economical utilisation by somebody or Weer, Is that so?-----

On that question, we are at the moment engaged on a Bill 

which will come before Parliament, we expect this session, 

for a national mapping of Australia and coordination of 

State surveys, and that mepping should form the basis for 

considerations such as these. 

Your criticism of Noojee and Loch Valley brings me to this, 	In the 

Past, I am not saying in the immediate past, I am not 

blaming you or any present administration, but in the past 

the land utilisation policy of t he Lands Department has 

not always been satisfaetory?---Well, I do not think 
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I should be asked to make any statement upon the past. 

I will go this far with you, tha t land administration was 

for some years dominated by closer settlements; but that 

is not so now. 

I think that is probably what I am getting at, 	It is a fact that there 

was a good 	of third class land and some timbered 

country which was really non-arable and of poor quality for 

pastureage which was alienated for settlement - country that 

should not have been alienated, 	I am talking about the Otway 

Forest?---liVould you repeat t hat agal.n. 

What I am putting is this, there was a good dual of third class land 

really unsuitable for settlement, which was in fact alienated 

for settlement. 

THE COMMISSIONER: What is the relevancy of this? 

MR. BARBER: We have got to this question of utilisation of land, 	It 

seems -co be bound up prett7 completely with the inquiry, 

THE COMMISSIONER: What .:Ista a past mistake, if there was one, got to 

do with it? 

MR. BARBER: Well, I do not know, 

THE COWILISSIONER: I do not want to stop you but I think you are going 

too far afield. 

MR. BARBER: I am inclined to think so, 

MR. 1/A1,"'RENCE: If I may nake a suggestion, there is a definite connection. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I would be glad to hear it, 

MR. LAIPIREITCE: It is in this sense, that areas which are totally unsuit-

able for settlement, once they are alienated from the Crown, 

can only be made productive in any sense, even the poorest, 

by continuous firing, a practice which definitely leads to 

erosion. 

THE COkiiMISSIONER: That is so, 	If you have such a body as has been 

discussed this morning, the members of it will have to be 

well enough informed on their own subjects to guard against 

these thinge„ 	I do not think it affects this Commission 
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very much * 	I think it may well be urged upon the members 

of such a body, it it comes into being. 

MR. BARBI:a: Adverting to a different area of country, the Matlock and 

Woods Point area, have you any views on this, that it would 

be -7referable to preserve in perpetuity for timber and water 

purposes all the high country of t he State, What do you 

think about that?---To reserve all the high country ; what 

do you mean by "high country"? 

I mean the high country out in the mattock and Woods Point area?---It 

varies so much, 	If you consider the Bennison Plains, the 

Dargo High Plains, and Bogong High Plains or the Nunniong 

Plateau, which is in the neighbourhood of from 4,000 to 5,000 

feet I am definitely opposed to any alienation *  

Those are the areas I really mean., 	You are wholly opposed to the 

alienation of those?---Yes, 

THE OalvitaSSIONERs That te, on the High Plains?---Yes. 

Would you still say that your scheme of belts of settlement through the 

forest would apply to the hill country in the vicinity of 

those plains; the forest country. 	As a convenient method 

of referring to it take as a central point the Matlock 

district, Do you think your idea of settlement would be 

applicable to that district?---I think possibly it would be, 

if very carefully done, 	I think it is necessary to break out 

those big fires in some way, That is the reason why I 

suggest settlement, 

Is not the country there too hungry for settlement, 	Little belts may be 

all right?--Much of that would be, As a matter of fact 

I am not too familiar with that Matlock country *  

Give it a radius of twenty miles or more from the Matlock Hill. Except 

down in the river valltoya, is not the most of that country 

hungry country, on the hillsides?---Most of it is stony 

and hungry, 	I think the breaks would have to be made 

in a different 'way. 

iviR. BARBER: Practically, does riot this idea of breaking up by settlement 

come down to a theory that might work on flat country, 
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in the lower parts of the State, where them is good, arable 

Jowl ground. His Honour ha:, put it to you, and I can 

hardly imagine very successful settlement up in the Woods 

Point, Jamieson and Matlock areas?----No,  

To start with, I think you would have this great practical difficulty, 

of inducing any settlement to do there?--May I make this 

clear, it is of a question of breaking up by settlement; 

it is a question of breaking up, 

THE COWISSIONER: In some suitable places settlement would be all right. 

In other parts you think the malting of wide breaks would 

be good?--Yes, that is so. 

MR. BARBM: There we are up against the old difficulty again. I presume 

the t in your view it would be a matter forthe Forests CommissL4 

ion to do that?--What is that? 

The original creating of these breaks, at some considerable expense, 

would be a job for the Forests COTTIMi sion?--**It seems to me 

it should be a charge on forest products, certainly. 

I am talking of protected forests now, where you spend a great dJal of 

money on it and have it immediately alienated for settlement?--

I do not think it is necessary to consider that, because 

the Lands Department could eas&ly agree to withhold it for 

any specified period, if t he Forests Commission was going to 

do any work on it, 

In fact, have they ever done that?---They have offered to do it, 	I 

think I was asked to produce a case, and I will try and do 

that. 

It does not seem to have be, n done, as a general rule?---Well, I do not 

think that is our fault. 	It was a suggestion of -mine 

that it should be withheld for a long period, to enable 

the Forests Commission to do any reasonable works on it, 

THE COMMISSION ADJOURNED UNTIL 2.15 P„M o il  
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ON RESUMING AT 2.15.P.M.  

MR. BARBER: Do you wish to make a statement before I start on you again?--

--If I may be allowed to do se, I should like to make a 

brief referehce to some of my remarks made this morning which 

may be misconstrued by the press - I see, by the way, that 

their representatives are not here at the moment - but I wish 

to stress that the present Secretary Dor Lands is only too 

willing to co-operate with all Departments, az d that he 

has done so in every instance that has come under my notice. 

I am quite friendly with him, and I consider that he has 

nothing to fear or to hide, 	In regard to the dedicated 

areas referred to this morning, I have consulted the Common. 

wealth Year Book for 1937, and other authorities, and find 

that the total area dedicated within the Stete - comprising 

State forests and timber reserves - is 4,880,000 acres, and the 

water reserves 1,100,000 acres, 	I was speaking from memory 

when I gave the figures this morning, 

	 THE COMMISSIONER: I do notthink that any explanation is 

necessary from you, 	I realised this morning that you were 

dragged into a discussion which was not very pleasing to you, 

What you said ha.s not hurt anybody, When you were brought 

into it, you were quite truthful, and that was very much in 

your favour, 	I cannot see that any exception can be taken 

to what you said, 	You levelled no criticism at any other 

Department. You did speak the truth, when pressed on 

certain points which you did not wish to discuss, and I do 

not see that any explanation is necessary on that account. 

MR. BARBER: So far as my Department is concerned, we take no exception 

or offer no objection; we welcome any constructive criticism. 

I was about to discuss very brieflyEnveral matters relating 

to grazing of forest lands. 

(To witness) 	I do not know whether you have yet said 

whether you agree with the evidence given by other witnesses 

thttgraziers are, rightly or wrongly, responsible for a 

X X 
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good deal of the burning. 	Have you any views about that?---- 

Yes, I think that is so, 	A good deal of that is due to 

graziers, but there are many who do .got believe in burning. 

Do you think that it must follow that firing in the high country would 

practically cease if &razing were to to cease too. 	I am not 

asking whether you think grazing should eease, but, if you 

eliminate grazing from the high plain country, and the higher 

timbered country, do you think the sires would very quickly 

be reduced?---Well, if we admit tht the praCtice of some 

Grazieis does cause fires, we must admit the rest to some extent. 

What do you think of the suggestion that there should be proper control 

of grazing on the high country and elimination of grazing from 

the foothills and slopes, 	Do you think that is desirable? 

Would it have the effect of decreasing the number andt he 

extent of fires?--.I think thtt is too general, 	I think we 

would have to get down to something less general. 

Tell us what you think about it?---I think grazing in the watersheds must 

go on, but it must be subject to very strict supervision to 

Prevent deterioration oft he country through fires. 	I think 

it would be much better to settle land under the Land Act, 

where men would erect homes a rid wire-netting fences and 

improve pastures, thel eby conserving them, and in that way 

pr-vent erosion, or, rather, lessen erosion and lessen the 

danger of bush fires. 	The other areas in the watersheds 

should be left in their present condition, where there is 

sufficient scrub from growth to ensure that they would not 

erode too rapidly, 

Perhaps there is a risk that the opening up of these areas for settlement 

will only aggravate the erosion position in some localities?---- 

Not in the watersheds - I am prepared to say that definitely, 

I am lot saying that you are not su,_ besting that, but why should that 
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apply in the Hume watershed, for instance?---Because the 

original state of the country was fairly open timber, except 

in some of the gullies; the timber is mostly of a scraggy 

kind with various high elevation gums and grass between the 

creeks,. Through fire and rabbit, that grass has been 

greatly diminished in area, and in paaces the slopes have become 

bare. 	The t iand would be restored to the original or even 

better condition by wire-netting and :pasture-improvement, 

I am very definitely of the opinion that that would greatly 

retard erosion, 

Coming back to my 'Original quec-tion J.. if yo  are not prepared to express 

an opinion, that is all right - but in regard to the high 

plains country and the foot hills, I suggest to you - to use 

yourfarase - supervised protective conditions should be 

employed in regard to the grazing on the high plains, aii  and 

that grazing should be eliminated from the foothills altogether, 

Do you care to express an opinion as to the effectiveness 

of t hat suggestion.?---That is a little bit too broad, 	There 

are some elaces where grazing might be eliminated, but I am 

not quite -prepared to agree with tint altogether. 

Your reference to supervision brings me to this; what supervision does 

your Department make for policing these grazing leases. 

I presume grazing eases have a number of conditions, 	I 

think a grazing lease was put in for inspection, You have 

conditions, have you not?---Yes. 

Who supervises these graziers and sees that the conditions are carried 

out?---The Crown Land bailiffs. 

How many of them have you?---Vie have not enough - probably one hundred and 

fifty, 

Her the whole State?---Yes, but, under the re-organization in the Lands 

Department, as a result of t he transferring of closer 

settlement activities to the Department, there will be an 

additional number available, and it is intended t hat t heir 

districts shall be made smaller, 	I consider dill 
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travelling officers under the rank of "C i' Class professional 

status, or l'AAA"Class professional, or similar General 

Division rank officers should be bailiffs of Crown Land, fire 

bailiffs, and Fisheries and Game Inspectors in an honorary 

capacity, and in a paid capacity in certain circumstances, 

I was going to put it to you that marry of the one hundred and fifty 

Crown land b ailiffs are honorary officers?---No, there axe 

honorary officers in addition - I think we have one hundred 

and fifty bailiffs. 

And these are the officers who police the grazing licences, Who polices 

the mill site licences?---The same people. 

Do you 'our conditions in the mill site licences relative to safety of 

mills?---I am afraid I cannot answer that question at the 

moment. 

You do not know whether there are any dug-out conditions included?---I 

do not think there are. 

In regard to these bailiffs, they would police any conditions set out 

in the mill site licences issued?---That would be so. 

It is your opinion thet the one hundred and fifty bailiffs are not 

adequate to police them?--Definitely. 	I would include in 

the honorary officers all the men previously referred to. 

The position in regard to the dual control is this: the forest products 

coming to the Forests Commission do riot include grass. 

Grass and mill sites are still under the control of the Crown 

Lands Department, and grass is the only thing other than 

ti ber royalties that brings in anything from the Crown lands. 

On mush of t he acreage referred to, the razing rights would 

be the only SO urce of revenue?---That is so. 	By the way, 

mill sites have been of more or less an ephemeral nature. 

There may be some justification for them remaining under the 

Land Act, providirk, the Departments concerned were consulted 

before they were issued. 	I see no objection to that. 

You have ve no objection to the Foxest s Commission ha ving some say as to 

who is to be granted grazing 	 whatever. 
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I think there should be co-operation 

In the past,that co-operation has, I understand, not been forthcoming, 

but, so far as you are concerned, you see no reason why it 

should not be forthcorrdng?---None whatever, and I think I can 

say that for the Department, 

The selection of land is on an acreage basis and is classed First, 

Second and Third Class Land?---Yes® 

Third class land is poor land?---Not necessarily; it i fair grazing 

land. 

Is there a worse cla.ss of land than third class?---Yes; we have two 

worse classes, Four and Four As 	They Er e not necessarily 

worse, but they are in a different classification, 

Would the licensing of third class land be compatible with the provisions 

necessary to safeguard against erosion?---Yes, third class ix= 

land carried oats, wheat, etcetra, in *cos 

Your Class Four and Four A land is poor land; would you alienate that 

in order to safeguard the land from an erosion point of view?--e 

---I think that any area threatened with erosion should be 

subject to erosion preventive conditions. 

Do you know whether that is done or not?---At the moment these conditions 

have been prepared. 

You have not done it in tlx past; this is some hew thing you are about 

to do?---No. 	Every lease ;bid.] has been recommended in the 

Hume catchment area during the last ten years has been 

subject to erosion preventive conditions, but the actual handing 

over of the leases in these cases has not been completed, 

because the conditions are sc ow before the Crown Solicitor 

for an opinion as to whether they are restrictive, 	These 

leases will not go out without the inclusion of the 

conditions referred too 

You said the Board of Works areas were sufficiently small to obviate the 

need for breaking them up?---I said I thought possibly they 

were seen., 

liVha# area do you consider desirable?---I think that is more a matter for 

consideration by a Board of experts, 
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The Board of Works areas are about 0-5,000 acres?---I do not think I 

would be quite prepared t o answer that question, 	I think i* 

should be considered by the Forests Commission and other 

authorities interested. 

You say that our areas are about 50,000 each. 	consider them small 

enough, and there you disagree with us?---I disagree. 	I would 

like to see the a teas much smaller, 	I s hc.)uld say something 

in the nature of abour 2,000 acres, roughly, or possibly less 

would be sufficient, 	The areas should be as small E6 possible 

compatible with the proper working ofl use of the forests. 

You said in your evidence that you regarded the Lands Department as 

the parent body and arbiter in disputes regarding the 

utilisation of landst—Crwon lands, cf course, 

Have you any national policy, or do you simply deal with each area on 

its own merits, Have you any general national policy as to 

reservation of lands for catchment areas?---I gave you some 

details this morning, Our policy in regard to forests has 

been laid down by conferences, and particularly a conference 

of experts at Canberra. 

You adopted t ha t as your policy to start with?---We adopted that as 

our policy to begin with; our policy on soil erosion is well 

advanced; we have taken a leading part in dealing with this 

subject. 

There is practically no dedicated forest in the Hume catchment area?---

Very little, I think, 

Has any application been mad- iusx by the Forests Commission for t he 

dedication of some areas the ?--Recently we had one area 

dedicated, 	I think it was a timber reserve under the Forests 

Act - it was the same thing - excised from the Forests Act 

for purposes of settlement, 

At whose instigation?- -- 1 t was an aoolication. 

It must )ave been with the consent of the Forests Commission. 	That 

is one case in which the Forests Commission did consent. 
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At whose instigation?--A man would have to make an application 

for that land, and, no doubt, he would be informed that his 

application would be placed before the Forests Commission, 

He might even apply to the Forests Commission. The application 

would go tothe District Surveyor, who would report on the 

merits of it and on its suitabil# as a forestry selection, and 

then that would be referred to the Forests Commission, which 

would probably send out its own officers to verify the state-

ments, and then it would be lifted. 

MR, KELSO: Are you in a position to inform the Commission regarding 

the industries in the forests. 	There has been some suggestion 

that possibly the forests industries are not being operated in 

a manner likely to keep the forests entirely safe. 	I am not 

referring particularly to tie Forests Commission !, to the 

Lands Department, or to any private properties, but I should 

like to knorl whether you have any knowledge, obtained through 

going about the country, as to whether the operation of 

various industries in the forests, such as milling timber, 

cutting, splitting, firewood getting, and similar classes of 

work are carried out in a way calculated to keep the foress 

as safe as is reasonable under normal circumstances?---I cannot 

say altogether. 

Are you in a position to give us any information; have you gone about 

the mills, or where the men are getting timber out of the 

forests, and have you examined these aspects *  If you have not 

done so, I shall not ask you for an opinion?---I have certainly 

moved about in sore districts, but I have not considered how 

the industries were conducted in that respect. 

(Continued on page 1770. 
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I will put the question ore specifically. Have you seen milling areas 

in which the heads of the trees are not Property cleaned 

up?---Yes, plenty of them, 

What do yal think about that position?--•In some types of country where 

there is dense dry jungle, it would be dangerous, but in the 

very wet country, it would not constitute such a danger, 

They are certainly ugly, and they impede people in the 

forests, and in some circumstances they constitute a danger, 

I suppose sometimes the heads are burned and thus got rid of?---I have 

seen that done, 	I saw a ca se re cently in the Cunyah Gunyah 

reserve, 	illhat reserve is specifically exempted from the 

provisions of the proclamation as Protected forest in order 

to preserve the flora. 	I am certain ti -p t a milling licence 

eas granted fort hat area, and when I inspected it it was in 

a frightful state with heads and other things. 	It was 

dangerous from the fire point of view, and portion of it was 

ruined from the tourist point of view, 

Do you agree that if heads are not cleaned up pxoperly, they constitute 

a danger to the forest?---Speaking generally, I would agree. 

Does the same thing apply to firewood cutting and timber splitting?----

I have seen fires burned by sleeper-getters and by bush 

timber workers looking for trees or to enable them to find 

their way easily to and from work. 	It is very difficult 

to control those things. 

The point I am trying to come to is whether there is not something 

we ought to do about the timber industry when we are 

considering the saving of t he forest - whether in fact 

the industry is carrying enough oft he burden of cleaning 

up the forest after its operations. 	Is it your opinion 

that something more could be done to make it less dangerous?----

I think that possibly the industry does not contribute enough 

towards the cost of making the forests safe. 
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That is, in relation to cleaning up the heads and rubbish?---I think 

that it is poseible but I am not in a position to give 

figures about it, 

MR. &MANS: -Mere a mill is placed on Crown land as distinct from 

reserve forest, it is your Department that issues the licence?--- 

Yes. 

Ist hat done in conjunction with the Forests Commission, or do you supply 

the form yourselves?---I am afraid I cannot answer that, It 

may be done independently. 	I think there is often correspond- 

ence on the subject. 

suppose I throw your -And bFek to the 	established in the Matlock 

area vhere, of course, they were situated on Crown lands * 

 Would that help you to remember?--I am afraid not, 

You cannot tell us whether you take any part in seeing that conditions 

are placed in the mill licences to make sure that safety 

measures are enforced?—eo, I am afraid there may be a 

weakaess. 	I am not sure of t he position. 

Not sure whether you or the Foreists Commission do it?--I am not, 

MR. HARDY: In view of the statement by 11r. lecIlrey that be could see 

no great objection to the Forests Commission controlling 

grazing on Crown lands, may I direct your attention to 

Section 57 of the Forests Act which provides for the Commission 

issuing licences or permits for any purpose, not exceeding 

t , ree years in duration of any area for tie e grazing of cattle, 

but restricted to a licence or permit with respect to any 

Crown land within any reserved forest? 	Can you see any 

great objection to the elimination of the words "within any 

reserved forest" and "licence or permit with respect to any 

Crown land within any re served forest of an area for t 

grazing of cattle"? ,--I have only intimated that I disagree 

with Mr. MOIlroy on that *  

Suppose you were in agreement, would you say that it would be better 

to have an agistment system throughout instead of licensing 
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by anybody?---I do not think the agistment system would 

work throughout. As a matter of fact, I favour it for 

certain areas, but I do not think it woad work in all a-eas e  

Is not that where the mischief is supposed to lie, that under the 

licensing system an area is overeitocked, and cattle are allow-

ed to wander to get MO V-; feed? 	In which places would th e 

agistnent system not be applicable?---Isolated areas in 

twonshios and cities. 	There a re lots of Crown land with 

licenses under Section 121 on which it would not be possible 

to supervise agistment. 	I think that in certain big areas, 

where supervision by bailiffs would be feasible, the system 

would be a° good one, but it would be quite unworkable on 

the whole of the Crown lands of Victoria *  

You mention fires being used without damage to irenbark forests in the 

lowlaeds. 	In the ironbark forests, the eucalyptus oil 

industry is established. How would you provide for fires 

through sueb a forest without damage to the industry*---I am 

referring to small areas of :Lronbark in districts such as 

ough Walhalla to Toongabbieve 

Can you see any objection to cultivable patches of land which run like 

salients into the forests being controlled by the Forests 

Commission?..--If the areas are *efficiently large, they could 

act as fixebreake. I do not favour having little peninsulas 

of cultivation land ie the forest. 	I do not know t hat the 

rights of any cultivator or agriculturist should be adjudicated 

ola by the Forests Co emission, and I do not think I would say 

they Ehould e  

I have a case Li mind of an area near Livingstone Creek, north of 

the Divide. ?here was land t hat formed a dangerous salient, 

and, if I remember rightly, the Forests CO mission would 

not give the consent very much desired by the Lands Department. 

If the area had agricultural value attached to it by 

the Lands Department, could' not the position be met by 

such areas being controlled by the authority that controls 
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the surrounding forest?---You are opening up a very big 

question,I cannot conceive that the Forests Commisaion should 

control aay mgrioultutal land whatever, 	I think its business 

is timber growing and that the business oft be Lands Depart-

ment and the Agriculture Bepartment is agriculture, I would 

avoid those aalients unless they are suitable as firebreaks. 

But if suitable for agriculture and dangerous, would you allow them 

to remain in the forests?--=Iwould prefer to deal only with 

specific oases, 	It would depend on the site oft he piece 

of land, the nature of the country around it, and so on, 

1 do not want to take a general statement on that, 

THL1WITNESS W I TEDROW, 
90■■• ■=1.1•7, GOMM 

MR. BARBER: Thera was some discussion this morning in answer to 

questions put by me regarding the serious fires of 1851. 

Mr. Wright has been good enough to secure for me the temporary 

loan of a book which contains a statement about that fire *  

I have shown it to Mr. Gowans, and he regards it as so 

important that I want to read portion of it so that it will 

be included in the transcript, 

THE OOMMIS3IONER: What is the title of the book? 

MR. BARBER: "A History of the Colony of Victoria" by Henry Giles 

Turner, 	It was published in 1904, On page 331 of Volume 1, 

it gives the area covered by the fire, and that is one of the 

matters we were concerned with this morning, It shows that 

the conditions must have been similar to those which we are 

investigating and which occurred in January of this year. 

It gives the temperature in Melbourne as 117 degrees. 	After 

dealing with floods, the writer says: 

"There was, however, one day in 1851, when another and 

even more destructive element wrought such mist apalling 

havoc throughout the land that for a generation afterwards 

it could scarcely be spoken of without a Shudder. 	The 

anniversary of the 6th of February, 1851, has been perpet- 

uated in Australian almanacs under the name of "Black 
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2harsday", a day whose lurid horrors have been chronicled 

by many writers and dpicted by more than one painter. 	The 

summer had been one of exceptional heat and drought. 	The 

country from the surrey to the sea was brown with desiccated 

herbage, and forests charged with resinous matter baked to 

the verge of conflagration * 	It nanted but some slightly care& 

less-  act of man to est in motion a d vastating fury against 

which no human intervention could stand. It will probably 

never be known exactly how or where the fire or fires origin- 

ated. 	The belief at the time west 'rat it was started by 

the recklessness of some bullock drivers leaving an unexting-

uished camp fire at the foot of the Plenty Ranges. How 

great a matter a little fire kindleth is proverbial, but it 

seems almost incredible that this awful calamity could have 

sprung fro; -  one source with such inconceivable rapidity, 	It 

is true that the Plenty d'strict appeared to have suffered most 

severely, but this may be ascribed to its being comparatively 

thickly settled; to scores of well-tilled farms and cheerful 

homesteads being changed in one short day into an area of 

°barred desolation, 	But the raging flames almost simultan- 

eously covered the osuntry around Western Port Bay; through 

the giant forests of the Dandenongs, across the intervening 

hills round to Mount Racedon, over the baked plains of the 

Wimmera, and on to the farm homesteads that studded the 

Barrabool Hills, a roaring, tossing sea of fire licked up 

all before it, 	From the dense timber of the Black Forest 

tne flames swept the Loddon distrio#, crossed the Pyrenees 

and raged fbr six days throughthe Western district, carrying 

destruction and dismay right over the South Australian 

border to Mount Gambier. With the exception of one terrible 

holocaust, in which a settler on the Diamond Creek lost 

his wife and five children in addition to all his worldly 

possessions, the destruction of human life was far less than 

might have been expected. 	Only three or four deaths were 
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reported at the time besides those above referred to, but 

some occurred from the after-effects of the shock and a 

large number of people were maimed and injured by fire and 

exposure in a 30 nner that affected t hem for life. When men 

saw the flames threatening to consume tier produce of their 

long toil, many gallant efforts were made to beat them back, 

but it was soon. apparent that before h e roaring blast such 

attempts only tended to reduce the prospect of individual 

escape. Flight was the only chance, and even that on foot 

was a doubtful resource, for where the fuel was abundant the 

flames travelled at a rate that overtook and consumed the fly. ,  

lag stock in their maddest Gallop *  Every horse that °cold 

be secured In d mounted under such conditions of panic 

carried some distracted settler or his family at topmost 

speed toeards some bald hill or other fancied point of refugee 

Those who could not command such aid fled to the nearest 

creek or waterhole, and plunging in passed long 'hours of 

agonised suspense while the fiery tide rolled over them. 

When at length it was safe to crawl forth from their sanctuary, 

it was to find Domes, furniture, farm equipment, crops, barns 

and fences all disappeared, their live stook roasted or 

dispersed, and the bard battle of life to begin all over 

again.;  For practically there was no insurance in those days, 

and the dread visitation of Black Thursday brought many 

stalwart workers to the verg of ruin, and left a haunting 

sense of danger which drove numbers of settlers into the 

town to labour at eerhaps less congenial but also less risky 
,rion 

avocations. 	The only considerablg/of the country which did 

noe suffer was tie interior of Gippsland, where the plains 

had retained their green mantle and the rivers gave such an 

abundant water supply, But even here the black clouds of 

smoke from the surrounding ranges covered the land with a pall 

denser than a total eclipse, and greatly alarmed the settlers 
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in the belief that some mysterious convulsion of nature was about 

to over take them. 

In Melbourne the day opened with a scorching north wind 

and a cloudless sky *  Under the influence of the flew ee 

sirocco the city was soon enveloped in blinding dust and by 

eleven o'clock the thermometer marked 117 degrees in the shade * 

 By midday rolling volumes of smoke began to converge on the 

city, end out-door life becane intolerable, 	The streets 

were almost deserted, a dull sense of suffocation oppressed 

even those who cowered in the coolest recesses of their homes 

and anxiously asked what it meant *  Fortunately no fire 

broke out near the city, for had it once started, in all 

probability the whole place would have fallen, With the 

sunset came a change of wind to the south, and anxious crowds 

gathered towards nightfall on the summits of Batman's Hill 

and the Flagstaff reserve to note with awe and wonder the red 

glare that marked t he Dandenong Ranges and illuminated the 

whole northern horizon, 	  

"Bush 	reo even on a large scale, have often been 

known in Victoria since, but t he gradual clearing of the 

forests and the increasing extene of land under cultivation 

have tended materially o limit the areas affected * 

 Experience, too, has taught the farmer bow by judicious 

foresight he can protect both his homestead and his crops from 

such dangers * 	The recuperative power of nature is great, 

and when, a year later, thousands of gold seekers were toiling 

through the Black Forest on their way to the diggings, this 

vast area of charred trunks had already put forth a fresh 

display of leafage, and had almost succeeded in covering the 

traces of its fearsome contribution to the horrors of Black 

Thursdays*:  

THE ODMMI6:4IONER: We a zea indebted fort-that information, particularly 

to Mr s  Wright who has helped this Commission more than once 

already, 
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THE COMMISSIONER: There is one matter to which I wish to refer, as 

it as been brought to my mind today. 	Certain -people are 

writing to the Secretary to the Commission asking that I 

shat ld visit them and hear evidence in all sorts of places 

around the State, Our policy is mainly that we are not 

going to particularise - we must generalise, It is of no 

necessity for us to hear the same evidence repeated in other 

districts after having heard it from approximately two hundred 

witnesses already. 	On hearing that, certain people are 

writing letters, practically of insistence, that I should 

visit them, I have moiled in suitable terms to one such lettez 

from a shire council, which had the audacity to address me 

in terms of insistence, I wish to make it town now that any 

other person who dares to address that sort of remark to this 

Commission, forgetting t hat they address one of His Majesty's 

Judges when they do so, may receive more than a mere letter 

of castigation such a s I sent out today, 	It has become quite 

apparent to me that, because this Commission has suffered the 

most acute pe: ' sonal discomfort in a desire to relieve the real 

sufferers in districts which are typical of large parts of 

Victoria floom going to the discomfort o nd expense of having 

to travel to Melbourne, other people have d. ducted from that 

that I am a sort of  cruising judicial taxi to be hailed at 

the word of command, or even whistled,. I wish the public 

to understand that I will not for one moment submit to t bat 

sort of treatment from people who have not the intelligence 

to understand what I a:-_r trying to do, or what is my method 

of approach to this problem. We will now get back to the 

relevancies, now that I have said that in self-protection, 

•■••••• on woo ■• 	 *NI MU OM Iwo' 

ALEXANDER EDWARD  KELSO, Re ca lle d and Further Examined 

TO ,ter.  COMMISSION: In putting the matter that I shall place before You, 

although, to a considerable extent it will be actual evidence, 
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it will also be an outline of such matters as the Melbourne 

and Metropo1itan Board of Works wishes to bring before your 

Honour. I Propose to deal first with matters relating to the 

general forests. 	In case Uneveby some inference that I am 

going  outside the direct concern of t he Board I represent is 

drawn, I desire simply to briefly indicate that the position 

as seen by the Board of Works is this: at very considerable 

cost and over a great number of years, the Board has, within 

its own areas and for some distance around and outside of 

those areas, maintained an effective firefighting force, 

Generally speaking, except as to two particular occasions, 

it has been quite successful in ka-ping its areas substantially 

immune from fire, On those two occasions, partly in 1926 

and partly in 1939, conditions were set up somewhat remote fn) m 

the Board's areas which did, in the end, result in considerable 

damage in the Marcendah catchment, 	The Board feels that it 

can no longer confine its attention, however effectively, to 

its on areas alone, 	It must take some concern, in what is 

going on in nee timber areas outside of the Board's areas, 

In,  perhaps, remote from them, In this matter, the Board ie m 

not the defencaet in that respect, it is the plaintiff, asking 

that something be devised and some means brought forward to 

save it from Vnis type of destruction over which the Board 

itself Jae no control, 	It will be submitted by me that, 

no matter what we do in our areas, if the 1939 conditions 

are, in fact, established somewhere eemote from our areas, we 

are helpless, and there is nothing we ban do short of 

destroying the areas in their forest sense, 	Even if one 

half of those areas wereburnt, it 1.$ likely that on such 

occasions as were experienced in Jana ry, 1939, the other 

half would be burnt, 	In a broad sense, it is the establish- 

ment of tnet position at which my evidence and, in general, 

the Board's case, will be directed, 
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I wish, firstly, to say something about general 

forest considerations, Your Honour has already hear such 

evidence, and my evidence in that matter is very similar to the 

evidence of those witnesses who have spoken about erosion. 

There are three important elements associated in forests, 

namely, climate, soil and vegetation, When I speak of climate, 

I mean the great number of climatic elements, such a rain, its 

intensity and frequency; wind, snow, temperature, and such 

things, When I speak of the soil, I refer not only to its 

depth and texture, but also to its fundamentale, chemical and 

physical nature, and also its configuration, . -Ghe slope of 

the soil, the way it lies over the rock, and the gen.erel 

shape of the countryside, When I speak of vegetation, I mean 

the whole of the forests - the big trees; the second storey 

or smaller trees; the scrub, where them is scrub; the low 

vegetation close to the floor and on the floor itself, or 

what the Americans call the forest litter *  I think the word 

"litter" h.% been used in a -different sense befom this 

Comeission. I want to &make it quite clear that when I use 

the word "litter", I refer to the fallen and dead leaves, 

the sticks and small matter lying on the ground to Itz a 

depth of a few inches. Under the litter, there is 41, present 

steelanatft litter which is generally referred to as 'eumus, 

the humus passing gradually into the soil, 	At Lower levels, 

inside t he soil itself, the humus has decomposed and is actually 

nitrogenous matter, That I refer to in general as the forest, 

and, when I speak of forest cover, I mean all those thingse 

Those hree important factors are closely interrelated. 	In 

fact, in any forest in its natural condition, which in the 

balances has not been upset, there is a balance,- If the 

rainfall increases to a degree to which the country has not 

become stabilised, that is with the type of vegetation. it has, 

then the soil is immediately affected, From personal 

experience, I know of cases where there is no doubt that the 
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geee6; ee eeeee 
rainfall, Are-A3etsees resulted in 

a tremendous breakdown of soil, and laedslides or washouts 

of the fundamentals occurred to a widespread extent 	Soil, 

under the influence of t he climate, and with the assistance 

of the vegetation, is kept open, The water penetrates into 

the soil, and it stores the water* The type of vegetation 

that is able to flourish there is t he type whioh requires the 

amount of water that the soil can store, 	That is to say, 

those properties are actually continually dependent on one 

another. Aay effect on one of them will have an effect on 

the others, 	The vegetation cover is the only one factor 

man can control "APTTlay be able to do something about the 

soil, but the climate he cannot control at all *  In this 

very important natural balance, man map upset it by altering 

the vegetation: by careful and proper thought, he may 

preserve it. 

I now wish to refer to two volumes published in 

America - "National Pion for Aserican Forestry, Report of 

the Forest Services of the Agricultural Department on the 

Forest Problem of the United States e u There are two volumes 

relative to 1933, 	In ao far as the only parts I want to 

deal with are fundamental mutters of resenroh that have bean 

established scientifically, I do not feel that the date is 

very relevant, although I can support 	t is said by other 

works published in 1937, 

lab COMMISSIONER: Mat is the auehority for that publication4---It is 

a report of the Forests Services of the Agricultural Depart-

ment on tle Forest Problem of t he United States., 	It is 

a letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, and is issued by 

the United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1933 * 

 I le ink that, as far as American Forestry is concerned it 

is the highest audaority, for that type of publication, 

at all events. 	I propose to read some short extracts 

from the volumes, 	I prefer to read them, because 

they give a continuous picture of what I am trying to pus, 
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On page 313, there appears the following statement:— 

4From a. careful consideration of each main region, it appears 

fairly evident that the climax forest - that type of forest 

which is best adapted to the climate and soil, and which 

nature, in the absence of fires, human interference, or 

epidemic of tree-killing insects and diseases, always tends 

to produce - was admirable adapted to promoting stream flow 

conditions favourable to mankind." 

On page 314, there appears toe following.-- 

"On the other hand, when natural conditions are disturbed 

and nature's balance is upset by a reduction in the- forest 

cover ( in tht the definitiion is te definition I gave of 

the whole of the forest) as a result of fire, logging, (what 

we call milling) or over-grazing, or by marked changes in 

climatic conditions or other eajor causes, erosion in excess 

of nernal is liable to occur. 	Furthermore, abnormal 

erosion, where it does occur, is an accelerating process, 

Its least conspicuous form is as sheet erosion, recognisable 

in the exposure of root crowns and roots of plants." 

There is a long paragraph, all of which is relevant, but which 

I do not propose to read. 	The statement continues:— 

"The control,of erosion through reterdine runoff is largely 

the function of the forest cover, 	This cover is responsible 

for the improvement of soil structure, protection of the 

surface soil from heating rains, and by intercepting runoff, 

reduction_ of the velocity and carrying power of the surface wsIS 

water. 	Lowdermilk (one of the research investigators) bca 

pointed out in his studies under controlled conditions that 

the run-eff from soil 'surface protected by litter XIMMIN 

cover (that is, leaves on the floor) alone was nearly clear. 

A summary of eowdermilkle findings in Table 6 shows strikingly 

the value of forest litter in reducing erosion of three 
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important soil types. 	Weights of soil eroded from these 

plots, all of which hai been litter covered for a year before 

one half of them were burned bare (that is, removal of the ttkt 

litter that I suggest is something that even a light fire 

will do and is intended to do) ind!cated that, on the average, 

removing litter caused respectively 73, 160 snd 1,196 times 

as much sediment to be eroded as was carried off from the 

Protected soil," 

I put that forward as indicating the sensitiveness and very 

great importance of this balance that I hate described in 

relation to those three factors. 	There is another element in 

what ;yap can describe as forest environment when we come down 

to the forests of this State, 	That element is fire, 	It 

appears to me that there is eo reasonable doubt that fire has 

entered into the eavironment of out forests to a very consider- ,  

able degree, 	I am not able to say how long forests have bean 

burnt, or how intense was the burn, and I do not knew whether 

anyone cnn. Wthat, Analytical consideration of the forests 

as we know them shows almost conclusively that the forests 

have been developed under an environment of some sort of fire, 

The mountain ash species and similar thin bark species are 

extremely sensitive to fire, 	If such specie; in its 

environment of forests were subjected to fire, it would not 

have survived, glow we do find, in fact, where there is 

mountain ash forest, the actual environment is sue's, as to 

make the whole of the section of the forest very nearly 

immune in its natural state. 	On the other band, where we 

have a different type of environment - mountain ash generally 

is found on the southerly or easterly aspects in wet conditions -

where we have the northerly and westerly drier conditions, where 

the soil is not so deep and it is a different geological type of 

soil, we do not find the mountain ash is surviving. We find 

instead a different type of tree, one which has, at all events, 
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some resistance to fire. 	A typical mountain ash forest in 

its virgin or natural condition may be of one class or another. 

One type of mountain ash forest is, as was d-ecribed this morning, 

the type where there is generally some scrub. 	The ground and 

the soil are very wet, and the scrub that is existent there is gmat; 

green, and commonly includes big and small ferns, 	The tree 

cover, the canopy of t he forest itself, is close, a protection 

to that particular type of forest from the drying winds, the 

sun and the heat. 	In fact, the temperature in such a forest 

is low even in hot weather. 	The whole forest in its natural 

condition is remarkable immune from fire. 	That is not a 

deduction on my part, that is the result of observation, that 

mountain ash forests„ which are substantially in a natural 

condition, 	e very resistant to fire in that the fire does 

not readily penetrate. 	The trees a re not resistant to fire, 

for once a fire does penetrate the trees a re wiped out, L , 'ven 

one fire alone penetrating a forest of t hat kind results in the 

wholelot being wiped out. 

There is another type of mountain ash forest 

in *Joh them is the same canopy and cool condition, but there 

is very much less scrub. 	On the ground there are simply light 

green or dark green tough-leaved small ferns, and a certain 

amount of low hop bush and such things. 	It is easy to walk 

through. 	Some such forests still remain in that condition 

to-day, and I believe that was substantially the !condition of 

the original virgin forests, 	The fact t hat those forests 

have come damn to us through an environment whichis almost 

certainly one of 
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fire, .proves that that type a forest 	S in itself maietante 

Of course, the only mountain ash forests that have come down 

to as are i s that kind •)f environment. 	i'here is a certain 

mount of assumption in that statement, but I feel, from what has 

been said, trAt that substantially is e position. I hay e 

had it banded down to me Loin those in the Water Supply Department, 

not only in the Aielboumo and tAetropoLiten Board of Works, but 

before the i'oard of torks Wiis formed in 1830*, far forty years 

the Government was the Water Supply Department, that the forests 

in the h,ealeevilie di strict, between ilealesville and ;viarysville, 

were, in the early days, open. 	oen ho wee ,12 aster tetliffa 

in those dsys in fact hunted through those forests, on foot or 

on horseback, without difficulty; I know of some such forests 

now 	1 have seen mountain sal forests in remoter ions where 

they have not been opened up, and that condition still applies. 

I have seen the thick bark forests on the high country, with 

which I am very familiar, which are even cleaner than the 

mountain ash forests. 

ontinued on page 1786). 
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R. Ki:a.,:z;Os (Continued): 

Their floor is the humus, and in places there is 	leit sor tb, 

or ti1080 Ye la S0718 I feel quite confident that .; 	is or 

4-4  
was the condition of ,._ur virgin forest. 	such forests 

robably have a high resistance to fire.-co go any further is 

speculation; but it may have some value to speculate that 

fire LI the d can days was .prObably sa soctated Pith what we 

know now 	ten or twelve cycle dry periods, There seems 

to be very little doubt that that is so. 	1904 as mentioned 

by 
	ar;^bel1. yesterday as a year in which there was a fairly 

extensive bac fir=.3 	1904 WU 3 a 	ougbt year; 1914-15 were 

drought years; 1926•27 wero drougwt yea 

drought years. 	It is quite ,)ossible 

ad 1937..58 were 

se are at roughly 

tha frequency tite years in which the forest would be more 

liable to burn 	y picture of wi- at was possibly the rasp is 

that in between those years there was very little fire i 

forest, an.d in those years the natural virgin forest has a 

light fire in vlaces. 	That fir.' ', ,AoL4d not extend da‘.,piy 	o 

sensetive ibreste at al; and it mig'nt run through the 

law sensitive forest very little, possibly of a frequency 

of twenty, thirty or thirty-/six ;Tears 	something of that 

sort, 	krom the oe:caistence of these sQecies it is fairly 

clear that bad fires, or frequent. fires wore certainly not 

part of environment of the vIrgin forest. 	I WU rather support. 

ed in. that by the matter that eras 3.1*.q1d out in relation to 

the 1851 fire. 	I had sore information about that and it 

quite consistent with what was read, that in fact ti)ese 

forested areas did not 	t het year. 	'zho aitias that 

did seem to have have been burnt were thos, which were fairly 

opened up by settlement, 	I should say about the time of 

that fire of 1851 the total settlement in Viatcr is was about 

20,000 or 30,000 persons, 	That might not he quite rigl 
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but it is :.:ot far out, 	lifost of that settlement was in Melbourne 

and *set of it and that does not seem to be the area where the 

fire was worse, 'Othat I am putting forward is in a general 

sort of way the forests in their natural virgin condition do 

conserve moisture in the soil. 	The moisttire in the soil 

serves to keep the vegetation green and t he conditions generally 

within an undamaged forest are such as to keap it fairly immune 

from fire, 	Ther.,  are conditions of forests which I think are 

important to be considered in relation to tAs seiggeneit question 

of fire, 	'ins first one is a forest with a floor which has 

been burnt over recently, and is therefore clean in the sense 

that it has 	litter on it * 	It is not necessary for what I 

am saying to presuppose sonet). -)ing has also happened to the trees; 

I am -merely presuming a forest with t he floor burned over • by 'Cale 

hypothetical light fire if you wish. 	The second coniiideration 

is the natural condition of the forest with litter and some 

scrub, 	I do not mean there are no parts of the forest 'without 

thick scrub; but for t he present purpose I describe the forest 

as being in its natural condition *  The third condition is a 

forest with some or several of certain conditions; either 

excessive scrub due to frequent burning, excessive d-bris due 

to forest industry, or thirdly, which has been set up in our 

forests in son. -places and is a type of forest industry, the 

thinning process, in Which as one witneas skid perhaps ni ne  

trees oot of ten, or mom than that, a very .large -,eroent 	of the 

tree s, are. felled out and left lyinE.: in the forest itself. 

These conditions I am describing are artificially more inflamplable 

than the naturel forest. 	In the order of increasing inflamnta 

ability those are as I have given them, although there may be 

some reason to doubt whether a ()lean floor of the forest 

that is one which has been burnt — is actually less inflammable 

than a natural in re st 
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I have nQ doubt some natural forests Ore very much less 

inflammable, However, the distinction between those two 

is not great for what I am saying a the moment, The question 

is Aaich of those conditions are we going to nit" at *  To 

deal first with the forest which has been burnt in this way, 

there is Lie -need for n to rrpent that condition leads to 

erosion; it leads to other things which are equally damaging, 

it doee actually deereass the ability of the soil to get 

water into it, 	tIle quotation I read shows how very profoundly 

the soil obsorbtion is affected by removal of this litter, 

I will read another paseage from page ;310 of the same work: 

"Probably more important than any of the previously listed 

influences of the forest on runoff and streamflow is t haG 

exerted by litter, Forest litter is the layer of fallen 

or needles" • of course, they are tell(ing of conifers when 

they speak of needles e "of dead branches'  down erunks, and o 

vegetable remains, which in varying depth is found under the 

°rowan of trees and brush speeies in every temperate zone 

toreet. through the gradual processes of decay and chemical 

change, and through the agency of animals which trample or 

otherwise disturb the surface of the ground, this litter is 

disentegrated into humus * 	reolating water then carries 

the fine particles of humus, into the soiI, whe o they are 

further broken down into nitrogenous products by bacteria and 

other arganisms. 

Forebt litter exerts its influence in several 

.first sr.1d most important, it contributes to the humus content 

of the soil, 	It is ea axiom in agriculture that humus, or 

organic matter, makes s heavy soli lighter and a light soil henvit 

by musing the soil particles to form crumbs*" 

I will skip a piece in which some experiments are 

described, 



`''1`he ability of t aiaa soil to absorb water was 

nearly halved by its loss of a very will uantity of organic 

matter, 	inasmuch as the soil of any watershed is the 

great underground reservoir replenished from time ilx to 

time by 'precipitation, but at all times draining into tir-. 

streams, its absorbative capacity is the great factor in 

sustained streamflow, humus and the docaying roots of 

plants enormou sly inoreaa this capacity, 

A second major influence of forest litter is its 

promotion of water percolation, If a soil is extremely shallow) 

or if precipotation is unable to :percolate into it rapidly, 

runoff must take piece over the surface from any but the 

it 	storms, If rain falls upon hare soil it becomes 

muddy and carries fine matertal 	suspension downwards into 

the minute Interstices betwoen the soil particles, How 

oroivtly and completely muddy water will plug these cores 

and slow the rate of percolation has been demonstrated by 

LoW erodlk, After establishing over a period consisting oi' 

parts of seven days, the rate at obloh clear water percolated 

through columns of soil, he introduced sediment of less than 

2 per cent, by wisight into the water; within six hours the 

rate of percolation fell to 10 per coas t. of what it bad been, 

Ioreover„ the effect was :ermanent, as a return to the use 

of clear water did not restore the original rate. 	A good 

forest litter keeps the rain from becoming muddied .;,:!hen it 

hits t e earth and so decreases runoff; in the absence of 

litter surface runoff is enormously increased, ;;'hen Lowden,. 

milk applied artificial rain at an averaae rate of one inch 

n hour, for several periods of half to eight hours, to sloping 

ka filled with typical. California soil, he found that 

the surface runoff was from three to 18 times as great from 

bare soils from which the litter was burned as from those 

on which a litter cover was 7, reaent," 
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So that burning only the litter if that wer possible 

any going to submit it is not possible — estny upsets that 

fundamental balance. 	It does in fact, independently altogether 

of waterated values, rob the forest of the moisture en which 

a 

it grows, therefore any effect of dtpawt burning on the 

forest must fundamentally change the nature of the forest in 

time simply by removing from the ground that amount of water 

whith is necessary for t bat type of fore at, 

think Mr. ,tram mad, P reference to t hts book 

produced called 	adwaters Control pale its Use." I would 

like to put tne book in and refer to the page, 110, as that 

book is. dated 19;56 and actualt repeats whet is in the piece 

have just-  read.. 

The further question, however, of this burning 

so—called slow burning — relates to the forest; 	I believe 

that in the natural virgin forest probably slow burning did 

occur, 	I think that in the forests as we know them, by a 

fluke which is not under the control of man at all, probably 

slow burning sometimes happens, I have no doubt some 

graziers basic- soon definite slow burning. 	I have also no 

doubt In the ordinary course of burning forests, slow burning 

as a practical proposal is an imowsibility, 	it is not 

possible to d,termine a. burn at some particular period vAll 

be a slow burn, 	i.bet is likely to happen is this: you may 

ve 

 

at so 	uttn got theoretical slow burning; after that 

a aeries of wet years, years. in which 	is plenty of 

precipitation. and the vegetation grows freely, I am presuming 

a forest in which scrub has already been generated by some 

such prooee as burning. The sun is hot enough to immeitcarap 

the vegetation but not hot enougb to dry it, iorhaps four or 

five years of that type follow one another aad then comes the 

dry year. 	To ligh t a fioe is sometimes quite difficult, but 
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once it is lit, without any change of conditions, it gives 

out enough heat to dry the forest ahead of' it and the fire 

can be daze serous although it was hard to light, If at some 

time there have been those yet years with a big production 

of fuel you can d,:pend or it the fire you thought WA s going 

to be light will be a dent„:.,orous fire, and it is my experience 

that is what  w"hat actually appens, 	The process of oontinued 

regular burning will sooner or later produce hot fires * 

 Iliether it does or not regular burning will destroy mountian 

ash even if the fire is cold, 	If' the fire is hot it will 

des troye good &al of the thick barked timber - well; in 

any case it will des troy 	see 3 lines * 	Now, it does stand 

to r eason 	this is no re 	4. of theory .0 that if you keep 

on d troying 	dling trees ;91P! will in the end have no 

forest, 	he trees +uri.oh are old enough and strong enough 

to stand t he fire will sec out the term of their astura lives; 

but if you keep on having ground fires which destroy seedlings 

you can rely with certainty on having no forest at the end 

of it * 	I have already give: ,  so :e evidence on that aid what 

I said before is substantially true, 	In my opinion with 

tnick barked species, if you fire at such frequency that 

the seedlings ba ve got past the stage of destruction you can 

hen expect to 'm intein a permanent forest; but I believe 

that ti .t frequency is to the order of 15 ear at least, 

possibly less, in son species it may be  bey ten. 	It does depend 

on the rate of' growth, end that dspends on the 103cality and 

a .-;ruat number of other things, 	When all is said sal done 

even a light burn has a profound dstrimental effect to the 

water capacity of the area, snd to the forest through that, 

If the burn is actually a practical form of light burn. 

it will destroy many types of forest„ and probably all, 

types, unless it is made at such ling intervals that 
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really the forest is , t tarotected by it, Another way of 

looking. at it is that once yol  have had a burn regeneration 

of the ibreet goes on, along with the regeneration oft be 

scrub. if you burn when the scrub is ready to burn then you 

burn the lot unless the forest tree species have developed 

ahead of tine scrub so r, s to be safe 	I submit then s; is very 

nearly a certainty yo u  cannot do that exoept by lack. I submit 

that the eo-oalied light burning has been practiced, and in fact 

is being -practiced today; but there to not versr much distinction 

between a hot fire and a light burn for the reasons I have 

given. one experience of every 	who has been observant in 

the forests I am sur 	 theregular burn iegonerates 

the forest if It does sot kill it, anci degenerates the scrub, 

and the ultimate production is the one fireeresisting plant - 

bracken. 	Oracken is more resistive. to sire than any of the 

Sorest plants t snow, anti as a matter of experience I say 

me. a:  thou and of acres 
	lot) a stretches of our forest areas, 

have reverted to bra oken ; h nothing taut regular burning. 

I atoned to say treat there are three types of forest, I haw 

dealt w _ one which has been regularly burned, I am. going 

to pass over the natural forest. 	I eu.ggeet that if the 

forests were in the virgin condition they would be very resistive 

indeed to fires, 	'Plat, of course, is the ideal condition to 

forest in; it is only an Ideal because most of our 

forests are no longer in the virgin. condition. 	I will deal 

:sore with that point later, 	The idea of having inflammable 

matter in the forests, v4hich is not natural, is not necessary. 

The forest trimmings do of course add to the floor mulch] they 

do to some extent shelter the floor and free it from 

evaporation, 	sowever, the extremely great added danger of 

fire is not justified by them, and I submit it as an opinion 
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that that condition is isut es hostile to the permanente 

forests as the other condition,. tith the other condition 

the forests will be with a fair' degree of certainty destroyed, 

ith the condition of having excessive amounts of inflammable 

debris in them there is j±zst the same kind of risk from the 

type of fire we nave had in 1939 which will with equal 

certainty destroy the f ores to sooner or later. 

It has been said 	soles witnessee that is ube proper 

.orocechara to save the seedlings, 	I can only reply to that 

by saying that in my opinion it is pretty certain you will 

not save the seedlinGs •  The zee d -  lugs come up through this 

inflammable stuff, and it is fairly certain that most areas 

in the forest will be aubjected to fires of some sort soo . 

or ; r,. tera, 	You do rake the fundamental problem of fire 

protection very much harder, and whet I Am putting forward is 

that is unnecessary, 	It does of greatly help the forest, 

for the forest 	been able to establish itself and maintain 

itself through the ages without that artificial assistance, 

and it is detr rfrata1 ire the end to the forest. 	Therefore 

on theoretical grounds the ideal forest is a natural forest 

in its ~cos: or less virizin condition, 	I do not say we ail 

get it; but that gives us a background for considering whet 

can get 

At this potht I wish to deviate for a moment, 

What f am going to say is Sti 11 relating to the question, 

if you like, of reEular protective burning. 	I have had 

a good deal to do with graziers; I have travelled the 

high country* with them and I have 	with them. 	On 

very many occasions I have been through the high country 

in the tenth of February. 	It has been stated by some 

that graziers burn to protect the forests; I do not 
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believe that. 	I believe that the real roason why they burn 

is for grass, and I have soon them doing it. It has bin 

stated they burn In the fall, is the autumn, I he, a only 

been in the high country once in the autumn and I did not 

see any fir©s there; but I have been in the high country 

many times in February and I Ila VC seen hundreds of fires, 

I think the ordinary procedure of the high country grazier 

is to take his cattle out nt the end of the winter,. 	'that 

is not always the saw month, but it is October or kloveraber, 

He comes down and goes up again in February to maks sure his 

mustering yard s are all right a ad to look at his nuts end 

cattle, 	That is when he burns. 	Ile does at aim at burning 

the h tale of his range at once; he gets the cattle P t one 

end of the range, 	These ranges ar., very len ny; the grazing 

a rea Irlight be 30 miles long, nand perhaps a mile or half a mile 

wide, I have seen these hypothetical light fires, 	On one 

occasion I had the misfortune to be in a hut on the snowy .s?lnins 

when a crown fire came through at midnight an only on one 

occasion Cid I see such a. thing as a crown fire burning at 

':':e had to fight the whole night to save the but 

and the horses. 	I did see ononti of that fire "LO tMOW it 

was not a very extensive fire; it was lit fm the benefit of tint 

particitlar range, 

(Pale 1795 follows. ) 
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Another year .1 saw a fire on the i‘tIountain Clear Range, 

which is the range Mr. Novick, a witness before the Commission, 

referred to. 	That fire was burning with extreme violence 

and swept down into the id Caledonia Creek area. 	On one 

other occasion I was sitting on top of Mt. Speculation, on the 

Cobbler Plateau and did actually see the condition described 

by Sir Herbert Capp, 	I think a question was asked this 

morning whether this bursting into f lame of inflammible gas 

had been discussed or considered before this year * 	I and 

another, we both had a sort of scientific training, were sitting 

there and we speculated as to what could be the cause of this 

extreme phenomenon, About three miles away below us the 

Wongangarra Valley was burning, not far from the junction of the 

iiVorina%atta, 	The fire was extensive and as we watched every 

few minutes a reat gout of flame burst across the top of the 

forest end the fire, forest and everything was blotted out by 

it, 	We came to the conclusion that what was actually 

happening was distillation of the forest itself, as it was 

not possible for enough oxygen to gain access to the heart of 

the fire, the oxygen being drawn in being used on the outskirts 

of that fire, there-fore the inflannible F.-;as was drawn up to a 

height, not burning at all, 	It rose up from the forest until 

it was high enough to obtain cuff icient oxygen to ignite and 

it actually did ignite, 	A burst of sweeping flame rushed across 

that forest for miles at one time, leaving a great cloud of 

black smoke, So es r as I know there was no wind there, there 

did not appser to be wind. 	The fact was the as was igniting 

above the forest, not in front of it • With a windy condition 

that fire would have been in front and not above, because that 

inflammible 
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as would have been swept before the wind, I wholly believe 

in t're euggestton '7A7). at has ben made by soma witnesses tts t 

fire of that w-rt can. be swept ahead of the main fire. 	I 

find it difflouly to believe it can do so with explosive 

violence; but undoubtedly it does tom* with explosive 

speed, nlether the crockling and bursting noises ierd ar e 

•.!:10t 'Oa bursting •J the trei.:s themselves is another matter 

wolcb is 'perhaps not so Important. On one occasion I We a 

travelling along the country with an employee of a grazier,  

W. wire 'still solve distance w:eay front the but to which we 

were making end he took to throwing motethes into the forest, 

I did ,.'Lot feel very fundamentally personally concerned, but I 

talked to him and discussed the rattter with him, he said 

•el.1„ there is one good reason s, that the boss to which we tre 

ittiovi by the fire we are coming," 	cirhat was one 

good reason he gave why be should be lighting, the forest; 

but, of course, he was antually earring out a orect.ice he 

had regularly carried out, 	'enat was also in.1=ebruary, if that 

is of any importanoe, The reel point of t he time to burn ie 

that naturally the men. who wants a burn chooses the time 

when the burn will be the best, 	It is no use ',;sating until 

August, this year nobody could burn now on account of the 

amount of rain the t tag s 

00010101114:n 'List is so, but If you adopted a system of autumn 

burning, how on earth are you going to judge • how yo can 

get your burn done?---I am not suggesting that, 

know--I am opposed to air burning in. spring or autumn, except under 

oertaih conditions I suggest, 

A lot of people have told us they do barn in the autumn?--Yes, they 

would call tebruary the autumn, 	It does not take 

very much to Unix* stretch. the autumn into February, February 



in to March and t4arch into autumn, 

ou start autumn. burning, and February is a good month, it might 

easily become the autumn?---I think to those who wish to 

get a good burn the primary concern is i he burn; autumn., 

winter, spring or smarter is a secondary oonsideration. 	It 

is a question of economies and th!t is generally behind 

this commercial activity, To get a good burn in Anvil mikiht 

cause a good deal of difAculty and a good °hence of not 

getting it at all, particularly in the high country, They 

come up in April to get the cattle out. and they do not spend 

much time doing anything else, They ney burn in April, al.. 

though I have not neon them; but I do know they burn in 

February, that is a fact, 	Of course:, there are certain 

advantages in burn 	in the autumn, if you really can burn, 

if you o an be sure of burning. One advantage is that the 

stumps and logs 	liwdest for sertain be put out, 19S the 

inter 'olio e, whereas in the spring if one burns, the 

summer follows, On the face of it that autumn burning has 

that very outstanding advantage. 	In so far as autumn 

burning is likely to drift into i'ebruary, burning in order 

to make sure of a good burn, tiapt i another matter, At all 

events, 	lye it as personal 1cnowledge with these high 

plains, and I speak with knowledge of the ;eilington Piigh 

Plain, the;JOT =ism high Plain, tbs snowy Plain, the itowitt 

Plain, 	Cobbler Plateau, the Vargo high :)_tlatn and the 

1:ogong eigh Piainf that I have aeon fires in all of those 

in I,  ebruary. 

1.Thich do yoa think is the higest of those?---Almost all of these plains 

are out-liars oft he main Divide, 	I should think liteilowitt 

id the highest, somewhere about 5,000 feet, I would say 

the range of Mt. Clear is as high es any. Dame is not 

particularly high, but bogong is nigh, 

They are PD. about the same altitude, some go down to 3,000 feet?.---

Yes, parts of them go down to 3,000 feet. There is woolly 
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butt timber on some parts and that is general' at 3,500 

or thereabouts, poseibly a little over t1Et, but not much. 

however, the timber on the high country is snow gum end I 

say that one-third of all the snow gum in the high 

country has been burned and destroyed by these kinds of 

fires. 	If one has not visited these parts, the picture he 

can fern' ►  of this high country is snow grass expanses, and 

it is perfectly good grazing country, except for olumos of 

snow gum which intercept it, mostly on the ridges., The 

condition in the winter is that in the depressions, they 

are not really gillies but depressions, they are filled with 

snow with tie) snow gum timber sticking up out of the snow. 

Concerning thet question I am personelly of the opinion that 

taking theee areas out of grazing is quite unjustified, 

They are productive grazing areas end they are not forest areas, 

For ebat it is worth, my opinion is that providing they are 

properly policed, with a ranger service something like they 

have in the States, to see that burning which perhaps 1-5 

neee ary is done under proper supervision, era. zing should 

be allowed, I do not venture an opinion on whether herniae 

is neceseary, but if t he grozier finds the grass will improve 

in that way, providing he does not burn, down into the 

forest, I believe that ;sr eel ,  supervision vvalid effect teat, 

These graziers are net criminals, they are sensible end 

reasonable n. 	They do burn this grass, they do break the 

law in burning at a prohibited period; but it is also a 

fact that these fires on the top country generally do not 

get down very far into the low country, however, they bay e 

got do en and they  have done a good dal of darnaiee when 

they have got down, 	I feel the right thing to do is to 

allow that use of our State lands, with proper precaution 

to acre it is done properly, 	Those (memento do not apply 

in to full to the Low country grazing. 	- tatistics are 
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very difficult to get, as Sir Jame narrett said; but do 

not th/rilt myself that the value arel extent of the low country 

grazing is anything like the plume as that of the high country. 

however, if there are in the low countey substantial areas 

of grass land I would treat them in the same way. It does 

not eoem reasonable or proper that even though the land be 

called forest land, if it it eraetiland and is suitable for 

crazing, that we *meld not use it as such and it is our 

business to devise means of safeguarding it in that use* 

As to general priecipIes„ those are easy to Acts, I cannot 

go beyond a general principle in that and it aserns to me that 

is. the proper principle. 'that throws somewhat of a different 

lid= t on this hypothetical light burn, for all that, 	any 

of the graziers I have listened to, azid you also, have avid 

they have light burnt this country. Well, these light burns 

of the forest floor I can assure you have done a lot of harm, 

I lave no doubt of that, having trevelied through the eoun.try. 

now a good deal of country that so far as the timber on it 

is concerned, has been completely ruined by these fires,. 

At lunch time I looked up some old photographs that we had, 

perhaps they do not prove very a mush, but they will give p- AA 

a picture of what the high country grezing land is like. 

(producing photographs.). ehe one I indicate ahows the forest 

and the grass, from which it WO 3 brought to that condition as 

indicated in the photograph, erne next photograph is similar. 

Showing these photographs reminds Tee that I did forget I had 

brought some phopographa along of some real :count ,ire, ash forest, 

In speaking of those I would say the photographs that were put 

in this 3norning in my opinion do not show real motattain ash 

forest. Of course there is no doubt they are photographs of 

mountain ash, but the canopy of that mountain ash is badly broken. 

All of thern s re photoeraphs of forests that have been exploited, 

that is milled end cut out without real consideration for 
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the forest, or else areas that be vie been burnt out and lo ft. 

They do not show a thick forest of the mountain ash nature. 

These photographs now produced are photographs of whet I thi 

is mountain ash forest. (handing in photographs). Yo u 

notice in those that the floor of the throat really is free 

of very thick undergrowth fort he simple reason the trees are 

very thick and have smothered out the ondergrowth. The one 

I indicate was taken last year at Pit, Disappointment in the 

.11aby Creek area, 	That is a yousg forest, somewhere about 

or 50 years old, 

shows tires ferns there?-...Yes, there are twee ferns in it. 	That 

forest is pro bably gradually agues zing out the undergrowth 

irnis other photograph is of a Mature) forest, the other I 

have shown you is sot, These are all mountain ash forests, 

t'raey are beautiful forests • This aext phut-ograph shows a 

mountaln ash forest after the burniag has done its worst, 

You mean after a good firealassI cannot say 	that ill a rtes. 	I know 

it is due 1;0 buraing. 	t would hOt be fair to say it is 

light burning, I do .1.10t tzoc what sort of surn it was, 

It has stripped everything?a•sYes, it is ziot necessarily burnt out, 

the faze may have killed the trees and the rest has fallen. off. 

That could happen from light burning, but I do not 'snow if i t 

was. I will head in those photographs. 

• ...... 	 "EE" .... „,*, „7 photographs marked M. -  

A further development of 'this{r acier position is simply 

this, in spite of what I .rive said about the destruction 

of fibre; is then is obviously something to be considered 

in the contention of the graziers -blot although they do 

burn the forests, in whatever way, the forests as siosistsitase 
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eesspaer 	five or ten years ago wero still forests. 	In 

other words, they have obviously not destroyed all of the 

foreiet. My opinion is that they have destroyed some of the 

less immune :parts of the forests, perhaps an the ridges Where 

the conditions were less favourableto the forests; but it must 

be admitted by those who snow the forests, and I suppose all 

of us who know that 20 or 30 years ego, when the graziers had 

betan operating for some time, there were still valuable fore 

in the State, ITherefore, 	st go further in the enquiry 

into what ben been the ,00sition 	The graziers submitted 

because they turn li-ghtly ...and they submitted y a reason 

to vrby it abould still be done M the forests had been s .axed, 

i an submitting they have not •bur n.ed lightly; in many 

instances they have ass burned destructively. 

;sat is e term that seems to be used to fit the occasion 	t 

raingt'?•-•-Yes, it is a nice word, 

That does it mean, Does it wean ye do not leave all the trees A c t ua 1 ly 

deotroyed after a light burn?--.The ideal tight burn is one 

Which consumes only the litter and ohlesh does not get up 

Within as high as I indicate 	have soon a fire of about 

12 inches in height creeping throughth forest but it 

does turn extremely slowly. We have rat breaks on some 

occasions like that, using rakes to scrape t he littera way 

from the trunks of the trees,I have no doubt in ,cases of that 

particular character you could do it sometimes; but if you 

have to do a big woe of it it would 120 economically impossible 

to do that, and all it results in is virtually a broadcast 

burn - I mean a burning not under control, it just goes as 

far ae iteird'"--  go, ao far as conditions 	Permit. That 

I was saying about the graziers, position is that it is 

clear we euest consider further what the fbrest position 
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his bo,n, if o the one band me say that this light burning 

is impossible sad that the forests will be endangered by 

trying to do it sad on the other hand we admit the forests, 

or some parts of them, sre still with us, that they have not 

begin destroyed by a long term of that burning *  I think it 

is suitable for me to atop here at present, because the 

explanation or reconciliation of these ideas will take sates 

time, 

AT 4,30 P, M., THE CaMMISSO AD.' 	ED 

-J:ILL 10 A.M. THUR3DAY, 25244. 
	1939, 
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